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At the end of the sixties of the last century, Don Dieter Melchior arrived in Costa 
Rica, coming from Germany, who years later would be part of the great Swiss Travel 
family. His vision of the future is still valid among those of us who continue to be part 
of this great family. From Dieter we learned that there are no limits to development, 
that time always comes and that it is never too early to start dreaming and doing.

This is how his vision, in the company of Emilia Gamboa, has made Swiss Travel a 
great pioneering company in the national tourism sector, “we were the first” became 
a regular part of our vocabulary.

We were the first to attend a cruise in Costa Rica, the first with our own transportation 
fleet, the first to serve an incentive group, the first to expand outside the Central Valley 
and open an operation in Guanacaste.

Don Dieter’s legacy goes far beyond a successful company. It reaches the most 
human fibers of thousands of people, both collaborators who for almost 50 years 
have passed through our house, as well as their families and social groups to whom 
it has never denied help.

Don Dieter lived the most sublime values   of Swiss Travel day by day, work, 
collaboration, compassion, help. He was an avant-garde and many times without 
knowing it. His example of humanity was imbued with the values, mission and vision 
of a company that reminds every day that it is worth being and being while we can 
do good for others. That is and will be the greatest legacy of a man who collaborated 
in the development of the country from his trenches and in an important way.

Today we have to continue walking forward, inspired by what we received as a result 
of the tenacious work of those who presided over us.

Thanks Don Dieter.
Written by Rolando Campos. Sales manager. Swiss Travel.
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About  th is  memory

The objective of this publication is to 
render accounts to the company’s 
stakeholders regarding the performance 
of its positive and negative impacts at a 
social, environmental, and economic level 
and its relationship with the Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs).

Gathering the sustainable achievements 
generated as part of the strategic 
planning, internal and external audits, 
carried out throughout the organization.

This report covers the period of the 
year 2017 and the year 2019, of all our 
headquarters: Central Office located 
in Santa Ana, and our Regional 
Headquarters in Guanacaste and the 
Integral Transportation Unit (UIT) in 
Uruca, San José.

Until 2017, the reports were published 
biannually, but from 2019 the report will 
be made annually and will be published 
in June.

Swiss Travel presents this Sustainability 
Report using as a reference the Global 
Reporting Initiative GRI standards https: 
//www.globalreportin g.org/standards/), 
a common language for international 
reports, adaptable to any line of business. 
This report has not been verified by any 
entity external to the organization.

If you have any questions regarding this 
report or the company’s services, 
please write to us at: 
jeldryn.vargas@swisstravelcr.com, 
call us at (506) 2282-4898, also find us at: 
www.swisstravelcr.com.
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OUR MAIN ACHIEVEMENTS 20 1 7-20 1 9 

ENVIRONMENTAL SOCIAL ECONOMIC

We obtained the Carbon 
Neutrality Plus certification (the 
highest in Costa Rica) at corporate 
level, awarded by the Ministry of 
Environment and Energy.

Reduction of 250.68 tons of 
garbage during the years 
2017 and 2018 (2019 is in the 
calculation process).

Reduction in 228 reams of paper, 
which is equivalent to 14.25 
conserved trees.

Reduction of 40,710 kilowatts 
of electricity consumption, the 
equivalent of the consumption of 
six Costa Rican families during a 
whole year.

The treatment of 59% of waste 
as recoverable and a general 
reduction of waste during those 
three years of 67%.

Investment in the purchase 
of six Euro 5 transport units, 
whose engine emits gaseous 
water as a waste and a very 
low percentage of CO2.

Social investment $ 38 635.18 
(both own and of clients).

Investment in Research and 
Development of Tourism Product 
of $ 9 653.10 per year.

45% of our staff belongs to 
nearby communities.

We have 54.18% 
female heads.

We increased the female 
staff in the company from 
31% to 37%.

62% of our suppliers are of 
national capital.

Personnel training for
more than US $ 45,060.     

US $ 32,835 investment in 
Occupational Health 
and Safety.

Investments in innovation for 
the period: $ 310,773. Includes 
renewal of vehicle fleet, 
infrastructure and computer 
systems-equipment. 

Sales increase of %16 to suppliers 
of national capital.

Product Development: 
$ 4542 per year.
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“Since the foundation of Swiss Travel, our goal has been to offer holiday services 
capable to exceed the needs and expectations of our demanding clientele. During 
this time, we noticed that behind our business objectives there were impacts to nature 
and society that we could not ignore even those who may have seem insignificant.

Thus, for over a decade, Swiss Travel has rigorously enforced sustainable practices 
in its daily operations such as: reducing carbon footprint, paper, water and energy 
consumption, choosing sustainable suppliers. Analyzing the impact in any travel 
package we design, promoting respect to local communities, involving our business 
partners, customers, staff and the communities we interact with, to minimize, 
compensate or eliminate our impact to nature, society and economy.

As an evidence of these efforts, the Costa Rican Tourist Board has awarded us 
with the highest level (Elite) of the Sustainable Tourism Certificate. This is one of 
the most important recognitions any organization can hold in Costa Rica, when 
sustainability and environmental protection are pursued and Carbon Neutrality by 
the Environmental and Energy Ministry due to our actions to minimize, eliminated 
and compensated the gases emissions of our operations to reduce Climate Chance. 

We are so proud to share this achievement with you, as being a sustainable company 
is not easy; but we certainly believe that looking for sustainability is the minimum 
effort we should do for our planet preservation. To safeguard the wellbeing of future 
generations, and to help tourism companies to achieve higher levels of efficiency, 
develop new businesses, operational standards and enforce long-term environmental 
practices.

We definitely believe that sustainability 
and tourism together are the way for a 
better tomorrow, that can generate a 
vast and positive impact to Costa Rica 
and the world, so we will continue with 
our practices and we invite you to be a 
part of it.”

Emilia Gamboa

President, Swiss Travel



“Seeking sustainability is the 
minimum effort that we 
must make to preserve 
our planet.”
Emilia Gamboa
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WHERE WE COME FROM?

We are a Costa Rican company of tourist services, 
Servicios de Viajeros Suiza S.A. We are the leading 
company in Costa Rica in the operation of 
receptive tourism and the design of packages and 
tourist itineraries, offering a complete destination 
management, with a personalized product for 
individual travelers, groups, incentives, corporate 
and cruise travelers. Our operation and philosophy 
are oriented towards respect for the environment, 
development of the communities of our country 
and the profitability of the business.

Our name comes from its founder, a Swiss named 
Adolph Alder, who fell in love with Costa Rica, due 
to its nature, peace and tranquility, reaffirming 
the ideology that classified it as Central American 
Switzerland, embodying its origin in the name 
of the company, highlighting the beauties of the 
country. This is how Swiss Travel Service acquires 
its identity; we offer life experiences through travel 
in the Switzerland of the Americas: Costa Rica!

Since 1972, the Swiss Travel team has worked to 
offer a complete selection of excursions around the 
country, creating adventure programs aimed at 
the individual traveler, at specific interest groups, 
introducing special events, short excursions, 
incentives, and all kinds of activities to exceed the 
needs and expectations of our customers.

Since 1978 we were and are the pioneers in day 
trips for Cruises that visit our ports, both in the 
Caribbean and in the Pacific. Today we have 
served more than 500 000 people.

All our staff is dedicated to providing a first 
class and quality service, offering our visitors 
personalized attention and the opportunity to get 
to know the beauties of the country.

Our organization has facilities in San José, Uruca 
and Guanacaste, that show tourists a vision of 
our folkloric past embodied in the construction of 
their buildings. We also have the most advanced 
technological advances and a fleet of buses 
conditioned to meet and exceed the needs of 
our customers, making up the largest and most 
modern fleet in the entire country.

Throughout these more than 48 years, the Swiss 
Travel family has worked intensively to create 
an organization capable of providing each of 
our clients with the experiences they expect and 
deserve. We work in such a way that we convert 
the expectations of our travelers into ours.
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At the same time, Swiss Travel maintains a strong commitment aimed at 
preserving the resources that have allowed us to carry out our activities with 
excellence. We are proud to have the Sustainable Tourism Certification (CST) 
and to be a Carbon Neutral certified company, recognitions that reinforce our 
commitment to the natural resources of Costa Rica, its communities and our 
most valuable asset: our collaborators. By developing our activities around 
these three pillars, we are confident that the future will be as bright as it has 
been throughout these four decades.

It is because of the above that today Swiss Travel is the best renowned 
Tour Operator in Costa Rica.

ORGANIZATION SIZE  
(102-7)

Venues:
• Headquarters:  Santa Ana.
• Regional headquarters: Liberia (daily tours sales
)• Uruca:  UIT (our workshop and dispatch of the 
transport units).

All in Costa Rica.

48 years  of experience in tourism management.

7 Sales channel:  Groups, Corporate, Incentives, FITS, 
Cruises and local sales and online sales.

3 locations in Costa Rica, 1 sister company in 
Nicaragua Careli Tours.

Collaborators:  294 people. 

Attraction 660 976 tourists in 2017-2019. An average of 
222 343.3 Tourists per year.

Tourist transport: 58 units. 
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GRI 102-2
SERVICES:

Tourist Advice: Account Executives, 
qualified to design itineraries 
according to the needs, budget and 
expectations of clients.
High quality controls, customer 
service and 24/7 support: ensuring 
that the hotels, tours and areas to 
visit meet quality criteria and offering 
Assistance Service during the client’s 
stay in the country, 24 hours a day 
and 365 days a year of the year, 
thus guaranteeing the security and 
tranquility of our clients.

Guiding Service: All Swiss Travel 
guides are bilingual in Spanish and 
English; some of them are even 
capable of speaking in French, 
Italian or German. They have 
extensive university studies and great 
knowledge about Costa Rica, its 
history, culture and natural wealth. 
Our guides have certifications issued 
by the Costa Rican Tourism Institute, 
which guarantees the quality of the 
service our clients receive.

Land Transportation: SwissTravel 
has one of the largest and most 
modern fleets of tourism vehicles 
in Costa Rica. These vehicles range 
from automobiles for the transport 
of individual passengers, minibuses, 
to fully equipped buses of up to 50 
passengers. They are equipped with 
air conditioning, reclining seats, DVD, 
radio communication systems and 
some of them even have internet 
access via WiFi connection. Eight of 
our largest buses also offer ramps 
designed for people with limited 
mobility, and our drivers have 
received proper training for their 
care.

Accommodation, Tours, Local 
Air Transport, Water Transport, 
Theme parties, rallies and 
others, Environmental and social 
volunteers: provided by our 
rigorously selected tour providers. 
All these services are available 
to the client, in various packages: 
honeymoon, Adventure, family, 
among others.

WHAT DO WE DO?
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SALES CHANNELS: 
BY TYPE OF CUSTOMER 

FITs

Comprehensive 
solutions for 
companies established 
in Costa Rica. Executive 
transportation, 
excursions, teamwork 
activities, corporate 
event care and food 
and beverage services 
among many other 
services available.

GROUPS CRUICES

CORPORATE LOCAL
SALES INCENTIVES & 

MEETINGS

Attention to holiday 
groups, student groups 
and special interest 
groups. Design of 
customized programs 
led by highly trained 
guides.

transportation, lodging and daily tours. 
Our experience dates back to 1978, when 
we handled the first cruise that called to 
Costa Rica. Since then, we have carefully 
trained an excellent team capable of 
handling a full operation, turnaround, as 
well as hotel accommodations and pre 
and post stays.

Network of tourist 
service executives 
located in the most 
recognized hotels in 
Guanacaste. Wide 
range of recreational 
activities available 
to hotel guests and 
general advice during 
their stay.

Specialists in 
programs for families, 
honeymoons, friends 
and independent 
travelers among others. 
Design of customized 
programs and shared 
programs to the main 
attractions of the 
country.

Comprehensive management of incentive 
trips, coverage throughout the country 
with personalized design of excursions, 
theme parties and corporate social 
responsibility. Logistics and management 
of meetings and congresses, executive 
transportation, lodging, recreational 
activities and selection of the meeting 
space.
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GRI 102-6
MARKETS

United States, Germany, Spain, Latin America, 
among others.

Our suppliers are a fundamental element in the service we 
provide since they represent more than 90% of the services we 
provide, they are the ones that generate the experience and it 
is important to ensure the quality of the service and the correct 
management of the impacts that they can generate and they 
are distributed throughout the country.

SUPPLY CHAIN 
102-9

Market 
research

Research 
and Product 

Development
Suppliers

Production 
lines and 

sales 
channels

Wholesale 
or Retails 

Customers
Final tourist

Are divided into:

62% of our suppliers are local to the National Capital. They are distributed 
throughout the country.
Payment to Suppliers from 2017 to 2019: around 40 million. During these 
three years, sales increased by 16.22% for national suppliers.

Guides

Tour operators

Transportation

National Parks

Hotels
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GRI 102-10

CHANGES IN THE 
ORGANIZATION

The main changes in the Organization during 
the period are:  

1) Ms. Patricia Gamboa Arguedas, former Vice 
President and Marketing and Sales Manager, 
assumed as General Manager on November 1, 
2018.
2) The Product Research and Development area 
was separated from the Product department to 
incorporate it into the Marketing Department, 
leaving the Product department merely for the 
negotiation and entry of Rates. Inspections and 
product development remains in the marketing 
area.
3) The accounts payable area is completely 
moved to the San José headquarters due to the 
implementation of the digital billing system 
in which suppliers will now have to send their 
invoices.
4) Launch of the new 2019-2021 business strategic 
plan. Focused on 4 areas: Financial, clients, internal 
processes and learning-growth.
5) In 2019 we had the transition to electronic 
invoicing, which implied a strong work with 
personnel, suppliers and clients, plus the 
acquisition of invoicing software.
6) Changes at the level of the Organizational 
structure, defining 4 major heads: Financial 
Management, Operational Management, Sales 
and Marketing Management and Human 
Resources Management. Generating a more 
orderly structure for the rest of the processes.

GRI 102-11

PRECAUTIONARY PRIN-
CIPLE OR APPROACH 

What we do for sustainability 
Our company has a Sustainable Management 
System, through which we carry out prevention 
of risks and impacts in environmental, social and 
economic areas, applying the actions and thus 
guarantee quality, innovation, safety and protection 
of our stakeholders, the environment and the 
continuity of company.

Our sustainability policy is the emphasis on the service 
that each of us provides to clients, we back it with a 
solid Management of Sustainability, to continuously 
improve their satisfaction, taking into account the 
legislation applicable, pollution prevention and social 
responsibility where we are present; thus achieving 
the economic success of our company.
This policy is mandatory and is known by all staff 
by different means, as the process of incorporation 
to procedures of each area, sustainability report and 
others.

In addition, it is shared with our clients through 
official communication channels of the company.

The policy is reviewed once a year by the Tourism 
Sustainability Management for its continuous 
adaptation to the changing environment of the 
company.

In case of changes, we proceed to notify the 
Presidency and General Direction for its review, 
approval and subsequent disclosure to staff.
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GRI 102-12, 102-13

EXTERNAL STATUTES -  AFFIL IATIONS AND ASSOCIATIONS

The company is part of:

CERTIF ICATIONS
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GRI 102-16

SUSTAINABILITY STRATEGY 

Values, principles, standards and norms of conduct.

MISSION

“EMPHASIS ON SERVICE”
Exceed customer expectations, delivering the service they want.

VISION

Maintain leadership, based on the growth and continuous improvement of our processes and services,
 through our values and good practices in sustainability.

ETHICS AND INTEGRITY IN WHAT WE BELIEVE

TOURISM SUSTAINABILITY POLICY

We support the emphasis on the service that each of us provides to our clients with a solid Sustainability Management, 
to continuously improve their satisfaction, taking into account the applicable legislation, pollution prevention and social 
responsibility where we are present. ; thus achieving the economic success of our company.

VALUES 

              • Take Risks: According to how they are identified and being consistent with the mission, vision and objectives of the company. 

              •  Prevention: Anticipate and plan work based on PDCA (Plan, Do, Check and Act) for continuous improvement.

              • Teamwork: : Under a single purpose, commitment, involvement, trust, processes and communication.

              • Customer Orientation: We strive to understand the needs of our customers meet and exceed their expectations.

              • Ethics: We seek the most sincere, honest and professional behavior among our peers and clients.

              • Responsibility and Conservation: We carry out our activities in a responsible manner, based on our sustainability principles and good 

                practices to ensure business continuity and the conservation of our natural and cultural resources.
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“The best university 
is traveling” 

Paulo Coelho
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GRI 102-16
GRI 419: Socio-economic compliance

CODE OF ETHICS 

In 2000 we established our corporate framework, in order to establish our vision, mission, values and 
sustainability policy to present them to our stakeholders in different languages and train all internal 
staff.

Ethics dialogue
The corporate framework is reviewed for one month a year by the corporate strategic committee, to 
which observations are sent from the various areas or interest groups that they consider should have an 
adjustment, which are communicated internally and externally by the official media

For any communication regarding the corporate framework of the company, you can address the 
email: customerservice@swisstravelcr.com

We have an internal audit system to 
improve individual performance and 
the performance of the Company in 
general.

We do not have any breach of laws and regulations 
in the social and economic fields during the period 
of the report.
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GRI-102-18 ; 202-02
(Proportion of senior executives hired 
from the local community)

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

Our Corporate Governance is made up of the General 
Management, with Patricia Gamboa, Operative 
Management, with Luis Diego Hidalgo and 
Comptroller with Jose Madrigal. They prepare the 
Corporate Strategic Plan.
66.6% of the members of the management committee 
are from the local community of Ciudad Colón and 
Santa Ana.
With the commitment to sustainable development, 
we carry out our activities in a responsible way 
based on the principles of sustainability and good 
practices, to guarantee the continuity of the activity, 
a socio-economic development and conservation of 
our natural and cultural resources.

Sustainability Management

Audiences 
of Interest

Management Committee

Coordinations

Green 
committee 

UIT

Green 
committee 

SJO

Green 
committee 

GTE

Management Committee:   It is responsible for establishing, 
implementing and maintaining the corporate strategic 
plan through the tourism sustainability management 
system, taking into account the client’s requirements, 
the environmental and social component, expectations 
of growth and profitability.
Establishes a vision, policies and strategic objectives 
and tourism sustainability consistent with the reason for 
being of the organization.
• Approves budget for the execution of the action plan.
• Get each of your members to lead your process by 
example to build trust among staff.
• Follow up on the corporate strategic plan.

Sustainability Management: Representative by 
the General Directors of the Corporation to ensure 
the implementation of the tourism sustainability 
management system. It monitors the identification 
and relates to the stakeholders, based on this, it 
identifies environmental, social and economic impacts, 
which are prioritized by the related areas and taken 
to the management committee together with the 
proposed action plans. , to have their support in the 
management, budget and lower it to the coordination. 
The management committee is responsible for the active 
participation of the coordinators of each of the processes.

Audiences of Interest:  They feed the sustainability 
strategy with material issues, so far no direct consultation 
of interested parties has been carried out, for this report 
the interested parties were identified and prioritized.

Coordinations:  They support and monitor the 
implementation of action plans, ensure compliance 
and update of their procedures, involve their staff in 
sustainability actions, sustainable policy and others.

Green Committee: Designs campaigns, projects, 
competitions for internal and external stakeholders in 
response to the proposed action plans, based on the 
determined impacts, both positive and negative.

Internal Auditors:  The management system is monitored 
by the internal auditors for continuous improvement, 
and finally the sustainability report to account for the 
scope of each period.



OUR
VIS ION
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GRI 102-40/ GRI 102-41/ GRI-42/ 
GRI-43/GRI-44

AUDIENCES 
OF INTEREST

Swiss Travel stakeholders are individuals or 
groups that could be significantly affected by the 
activities, products and services of the organization 
or whose actions could affect the organization’s 
ability to successfully implement its strategies 
and achieve its objectives. (GRI Standards, 2016).

AUDIENCES 
OF INTEREST

Partners and investors

Solidarity associations

Auditors

Representations

Providers

Collaborators & family

Chambers & associations Competitors

Government

Regulators

Communities

Public services

Client

Support organizations
& allies

Identification Priorization
Strategies

involvement
Determination

of relevant 
topics

We carry out this process through this system:
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At the end of 2018, we identified our 
stakeholders by process, determining 
the actors, individuals, institutions, to 
whom the company can generate an 
impact or vice versa, later we group 
them by nature to categorize them. 
They are prioritized according to the 
level of proximity with the group of 
interest, awareness of the company 
about the interested parties, ability 
of the interested party to affect the 
company, responsibility with those 
interested parties that the company 
has or may have legal or financial 
responsibility.

The part of the relationship with 
stakeholders and consultation is the 
phase in which we must work in the 
new period 2020. There have always 
been communication mechanisms, but 
they must be taken to a higher level 
at which we are working, for what is 
detailed below are the mechanisms 
that were in place until 2019, with the 
interest groups that were identified.

Stakeholder How we inform you How we listen to you Relevant issues What we have 
done

Clients
• Email
• Sustainability Report
• Sustainability Website
• International fairs
• CSR Newsletter
• Social networks

• Email
• Contact us on websites
• International fairs
• Service Surveys
• Social networks

• Quality and Customer Service
• Climate change
• Water consumption 
management.
• Electricity Consumption 
Management
• Security
• Experiential experiences

Collaborators • Email
• Slates
• Screens
• Trainings
• Website
• The Voice of the Toucan 
Newsletter
• Sustainability Report
• WhatsApp
• Social networks

• Email and phones
• Meetings with all staff or by 
departments
• Contact us on websites
• The Voice of the Toucan Newsletter
• Sustainability Contests
• Green Committee
• Social networks
• WhatsApp

• Climate Change - due to 
Fuel Consumption and other 
greenhouse gases
• Waste management
• Environmental Conservation
• Pollution Management
• Labor Practices
• Human rights
• Occupational health
• Regulation
• Presence in the market • 
Innovation and Continuity

• Obtaining 
Carbon 
Neutrality in 
2017

Providers
• Sustainability Report
• Extranet
• Email
• Partners in Contact Newsletter

• Meetings with Suppliers
• TradeShow
• Email and Telephone

• Has not been consulted

Partners and 
investors

• Sustainability Report • Email and Telephone • Waste management.
• Cost reduction, increase in 
utility.
• Maintenance in the market.

• Sustainability 
Report

Communities
• Sustainability Report
• Social networks

• Email and Telephone
• Social networks
• Guides and Drivers and sales staff, 
product
• Contact us on websites

• Has not been consulted

Public Servicess 
Government 
Regulators

• Determined • Meetings • Has not been consulted

Chambers and 
associations

• Sustainability Report
• Social networks

• Meetings
• Presence in Boards of Directors

• Has not been consulted

Organizations and 
support and allies

• Sustainability Report
• Social networks

• Meetings • Has not been consulted

Representations • Sustainability Report
• Social networks

• Meetings 
• Email and Telephone

• Has not been consulted
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During 2018, the objective was to consult the 
stakeholders of collaborators and clients, they are 
those who in this first phase were the groups that 
we wanted to address in the first instance and who 
we had easier access, since for the rest of interest 
groups in this new period we must determine the 
specific relationship.

In the case of clients, we apply surveys after the 
client has left the country, through the website, 
which customer service tabulates, analyzes and 
the pertinent action plans are carried out. These 
surveys are focused on issues of quality, customer 
service, and environmental and social issues. From 
here come the topics shown in the previous table 
in the clients section, which we include in the first 
materiality section that we carry out.

In the case of collaborators, a survey was applied 
to find out what issues were relevant for them 
to work on sustainability. This survey was sent 
by email on September 14, 2018 and covered 
environmental, social and economic issues 
which should determine a level of importance by 
placing a number from 1 to 9, where 9 is the most 
important and 1 the least. important. The survey 
was sent to employees with access to mail 235 out 
of a total of 350 employees, but only 5% of them 
participated. Therefore, the consultation strategy 
must be improved.

We have not developed the relationship with stakeholders in a strategic way, but our material issues 
up to this report have arisen by consulting our collaborators, clients, and research on the company’s 
context, which is shown in the next few pages.
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GRI 102-46; 1020-47-102-48;102-49;
102-50

MATERIALITY

Since 2006, Swiss Travel began to identify its 
environmental, social and economic impacts, 
prioritizing them and managing action plans to 
minimize and control the impacts that its operation 
generates. These impacts were reflected by 
means of an interdisciplinary group of company 
heads, therefore, elaborated internally, taking 
into account a single stakeholder group and the 
perspectives or feedback that that stakeholder 
received from the rest through various structured 
channels and not for this purpose.

During 2017, the company carried out a strategic 
alignment of sustainability, to direct the 
sustainable issue to a higher level, through an 
exhaustive investigative exercise, of the sustainable 
issue in the environment of the tourism union and 
the consultation of certain of our interest groups, 
we did our first approach and attempt to identify 
material issues, but we were unable to align or 
consult issues with stakeholders.
Therefore, this is a pending task to adjust the 
materiality for the year 2020.
We align the period from the 2017 to 2018 report 
with the impact matrix that we have already 
identified. Thus, as this is the first time we have 
established the impacts reflected in material 
issues, we have no changes recorded in material 
issues.
As our memory is zero, the objective is subsequently 
to generate annual reports, starting in 2019. As 
shown in the following diagram:

Materiality are relevant issues that show the environmental, social, economic, ethical impacts that the 
nature of the organization operation generates and that can affect stakeholders or vice versa, then we 
align it to the UN sustainable development objectives.

Diagnosis: Materiality Analysis

•  Sustainable Tourism 
Certification 2.0
• Gobal Reporting
  Initiative.
• Robeco Sam.
• ISO 26000.
• Material topics of
  competing companies
  of the Guild

• Sustainability Model
  in the company.
• Environmental impacts,
  social and economic
  detected by the company 
itself.
• Mapping the Chain of
  Value.
• Identification of parts
  interested.

• Participation of parties
  interested
• Focus Groups with
  concerned parties.

Surrounding 
analysis

Strategy of the
organization

Consultation 
and validation 
of interested 

parties

13 priority themes
out of a total of

37 material topics

They prioritize with stakeholders - 
but we have only done it internally 

List of relevant 
topics

Society impact
and M.A.

• Scope
• Probability

• Severity

Risk to the company
•Economic risk

• Legal requirement
• Reputational risk

• Concerned parties
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A-4 Environmental Volunteering

A-8 Sustainable construction

EC-2 Sustainability of the supply chain

EC-3 Business plan

EC-5 Governance

EC-6 Regulation

EC-7 Information and communication technologies

EC-8 Generation of shareholder value

EC-9 Risk management

EC-10 Transparency

EC-12 Fair competition or business ethics

EC-13 Consumer affairs

EC-14 Presence in the market

EC-15 Conflicts of interest

EC-16 Security

S-1 Codes of conduct

S-3 Volunteering and social action

S-4 Equality

S-5 Accessibility

S-6 Stakeholder relations

S-9 Protection of cultural and archaeological heritage

S-10 Promotion and incorporation into culture

S-11 Human rights

S-13 Accessibility

Environmental

A-5 climate change management

A-6 biodiversity

A-7 solid waste management

A-1 wastewater management

A-2 water resource management

A-3 electrical resource management

Economic

EC-1 innovation and business continuity

EC-4 external economic impact

EC-11 quality management and customer service

Social

S-8 labor practices

S-7 occupational health

S-2 local communities

S-12 supply chain sustainability
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13 material topics

Rest of topics

Source: own using the tool of the Business 
Alliance for Development (AED).



Environmental

A-5 climate change management

A-6 biodiversity

A-7 solid waste management

A-1 wastewater management

A-2 water resource management

A-3 electrical resource management

Economic

EC-1 innovation and business continuity

EC-4 external economic impact

EC-11 quality management and customer service

Social

S-8 labor practices

S-7 occupational health

S-2 local communities

S-12 supply chain sustainability
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“Look deeply into 
nature and then 
you will understand 
everything better”
Albert Einstein
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HOW WE CONTRIBUTE TO THE SUSTAINABLE 
DEVELOPMENT GOALS

In 2015, the United Nations (UN) approved the 2030 Agenda on Sustainable Development, which has 17 sustainable development goals, in order to improve 
the quality of life for everyone, leaving no one behind. . Which has 5 fundamental elements,
People: leaving no one behind.
Planet: place the protection of the planet as a basic and fundamental element.
Prosperity: transforming economies to generate in harmony with nature.
Peace: promoting peaceful societies
Alliances: create a global alliance between the different actors.
To achieve this, the SDGs are proposed.

In this first stage of the development of the strategy, we aligned the SDGs with our material issues. In a second stage, it must be aligned with goals and 
indicators aligned with the goals and indicators of the SDGs. 

GRI 103-1; 103-2; 103-3
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Material  Topic Why is it material Aspirations and Goals Management approach
Theme: Innovation and

Business Continuity
Gri Standard: GRI 201-
Economic performance

GRI 202 - Presence in the 
market

Program: Corporate 
Strategic Plan

Stakeholder Board
directive and collaborators

Decrease the risk of loss of value
by the constant dynamics of change

in tourism,
Generate value for shareholders,

increase the country’s income for a
healthy economy

Long-term ensure the brand 
positioning and financial performance 

of Swiss Travel worldwide due 
to its efficient strategy of social, 

environmental, safety and quality 
responsibility                           

Long-term assurance of
brand positioning and

Swiss Travel financial performance
worldwide for its strategy

efficient social responsibility,
environmental, safety and quality.                     

* Process of the Company that generates it: 
Strategic Committee. * Management: Evaluation: 

Performance
Indicators

* Process of the Company that generates it: 
Committee

Strategic - Marketing. * Management: 
Evaluation:

Performance Indicators

opic: External Economic 
Impact

Gri Standard: GRI 204:
Acquisition practices

GRI 203: Impacts
Indirect Economic

Program: Our
Suppliers and Our Commu-

nities
Concerned parties:

Suppliers and
Communities

Generate social responsibility in 
our supply chain and communities, 

to generate fair jobs, income, 
development, decrease of impact 

generated in communities

Promote socioeconomic development
and reduce environmental impacts
in its value chain and communities

in which it operates.
* Goal 2017-2019: Be able to work with

60% of national suppliers
 

Promote socioeconomic development
and reduces its impacts

with their value chain and
communities in which it operates.
* Goal 2017-2019: Generate profit

and approach to communities more
visited by our company (Limón).

* Process of the Company that generates it: 
Product- Procurement * Management: Selection 

Procedure
Suppliers - Evaluation and Monitoring.

Internal policies for suppliers preference
premises * Evaluation: Percentage evaluation

local contracted providers

* Process that generates it: all areas
when interacting with Local Communities.

* Management: Internal Policies and Procedures
of Sustainability. Evaluation: Investment in

Local Communities.

Topic: Quality Management 
and Customer Service

Gri Standard: GRI 416: Cus-
tomer Health and Safety

GRI 418: Customer privacy
Program: Our clients

Affected: Clients

Ensure quality, customer service
customer, security to ensure

your experience in the country, your 
return

and continuity of the existence of the
company. Emphasis on service is

Swiss Travel mission

Maintain a high level of quality
and customer service provided to

our clients. * Goal 2017-
2019

* Process that generates it: Marketing- Direction 
of Sales- Sales- Service Delivery-Unit of

Transport.
* Management: Internal policies, evaluation of

suppliers and Service Procedure to
Client. Evaluation: Customer surveys and

supplier evaluation.

Economic 
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Material  Topic Why is it material Aspirations and Goals Management approach

Topic: Labor Practices
Standard: GRI 401: Employment
GRI 404: Training and education
GRI 407: Freedom of association 

and collective bargaining 
Awareness-raising activities on 

staff involvement
Program: Our staff

Involved: Collaborators and 
Family

Human resources are the basis of 
our organization to provide unique 

and unforgettable experiences to our 
clients. A healthy work environment, 
with happy employees, guarantees 

the success of the company.

* Process of the Company that generates it: HR.
Management: Internal policies and procedures

Human Resources. * Evaluation: Performance
Indicators

Topic: Occupational Health
Standard: GRI 403: Health and 

safety at work
Program: Health and Safety
Involved: Collaborators and 

Family

Human resources are a fundamental 
stakeholder for the company, which 

is why it is essential to provide 
them with safety and health in the 

management of their work. 

* Process of the Company that generates it: HR /
Occupational Health * Management: Internal 
Policies and Occupational Health Procedures.

* Evaluation: Performance of Indicators

Theme: Local Communities 
Development

Standard: GRI 413: Local 
Communities

Program: Our Communities
Stakeholders: Communities

Protecting and promoting 
development in communities is a 
fundamental element for tourism 

management, since they represent 
the essence of the destinations visited. 

Limit of change acceptable by the
arrival of visitors

Promote socio-economic, 
environmental and

reducing the impacts that it 
could generate on communities 

in which it operates. * Goal 
2017-2019: Generate benefit and 
approach to communities most 
visited by our company (Limón)

* Process of the Company that generates it: The 
entire company- Sustainability. * Management: 
Internal Policies and Sustainability Procedures 
- Codes of conduct. * Evaluation: Follow-up and 

monitoring of Projects

Sustainability Supply Chain
Standard:

308-1 Environmental evaluation
GRI 414-1 GRI 413-2 social 

suppliers
Program: Our Suppliers
Stakeholders: Suppliers Work with suppliers with good

sustainable practices to decrease
risks or impacts on the environment

society and economy.

Have suppliers committed to
sustainability and generate the 
greatest community impact by 

hiring local suppliers 

* Goal 2017-2019: Be able to work 
with 60% of national suppliers

* Process of the Company that generates it: 
Product- Supply- Sales. 

* Management: Procedure
Selection of Suppliers - Evaluation and

Tracing. Internal policies preference
local and sustainable suppliers. 

*Evaluation: Indicator Performance

Social

To be one of the leading 
companies in the field of

tourism in Costa Rica with 
the best conditions for 

employees and their families. 
* Goal 2017-2019: Establish 

the strategic basis of Health 
and Safety management in 

the company.



Material  Topic Why is it material Aspirations and Goals Management approach
Climate Change 

Management
Standard: GRI 305: 

Emissions
Program: Carbon Neutrality

Affected: Flora- Fauna- 
Communities- Clients- 

Collaborators and Family- 
MINAE

Vehicle fleet of 58 units, facilities 
with air conditioning systems and 
others. Important impact on the 
environment due to emissions. 

Increase in the problem of climate 
change, global warming and the 

greenhouse effect.

To be a company recognized 
nationally and internationally for its 

efficient management in emissions of 
carbon. * Goal 2017-2019: Certification 

in
Carbon Neutrality and reduction of 

emission of greenhouse gases by 5%

* Process of the company that generates it: 
transportation Unit for the transfer of clients throughout 

the country.
Rest of processes for the use of air conditioners, power 

plants, among other sources.
* Management: Commitment period 2017-2018 to 

achieve
Carbon neutral certification, through a management.
* Evaluation: Measurement of emission sources and 

maintain
Carbon Neutrality

Theme: Energy
Standard: GRI 302: Energy

Program: Eco-efficiency
Affected: Flora- Fauna- 
Communities- Clients- 

Collaborators and Family
Large company facilities

Business awareness of efficient 
energy consumption Financial 

continuity
Assurance for the operation of the 

company

Energy self-sufficiency with 
renewable sources.

Make efficient consumption, 
Contribute to the energy supply in the 

country.

* Goal 2017-2018: 10% decrease in 
corporate consumption in the period 

2017-2019

* Process of the company that generates it: GTE, SJO, 
URUCA, for electricity supply, power plants that run on 
diesel when the electricity supply of the national grid is 

cut off
* Management: Sustainability policy: commitment
in managing environmental, social and economic it 

generates.
Energy efficiency plan, identifies the sources of 

energy, consumption by location, reduction actions 
consumption, staff and customer education.
* Evaluation: Monthly reviews and a goal of

5% decrease in corporate consumption

Theme: Water
Standard: GRI 303: Water
Program: Eco-efficiency
Affected: Flora- Fauna- 
Communities- Clients- 

Collaborators and Family

Global drinkable water shortage alert 
in 2050.

Increase efficiency in the 
consumption of water resources

in our operations.
* Goal 2017-2018: Decrease 9% 
at the corporate level during 
the 2018-2019 period, 2017 is 

not included, since the correct 
measurements were not 

available at the Guanacaste 
headquarters.

* Processes of the company that generates it: GTE, SJO, 
URUCA locations. Uruca and GTE have a greater impact 

due to the laundering of transportation and GTE is 
affected by being a dry area.

* Management: Business sustainability policy, 
management

of environmental, social and economic impacts that
generate. There is a water use efficiency plan.

Carry out preventive and corrective actions, assign
resources for a correct management of the Water 

Resource.
* Evaluation: Monthly control of consumption, reviews

maintenance to prevent leakage or excessive use of 
wells.

Environmental
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ECONOMY

Material  Topic Why is it material Aspirations and Goals Management approach
Wastewater and solid waste
Standard: GRI 306: Effluents 

and Waste
Program: Carbon Neutrality

Affected: Flora- Fauna- 
Communities- Clients- 

Collaborators and Family- 
Regulators such as MINAE 
and the Ministry of Health

Reduce the risks of environmental 
damage by the generation of

sewage and waste in the
business operation

Increase the reuse of wastewater and 
reduce the generation of waste in our 

company’s operating processes.
* Goal for 2017-2019 Reduce 5% of the 
generated waste generated during 

the reporting period

* Processes of the company that generates it: 
Internal: offices, staff, toilets, transport unit cleaning 

and workshop parts, transporation maintenance 
and infrastructure, dining room. External: toilets on 

transportation for clients.
* Management: Maintenance procedure and internal 

policies
for wastewater and waste management. Company has 

a treatment plant and septic tanks
for the treatment of these waters and a collection center

for correct waste disposal.
* Evaluation: Analysis and operational reports of the 

treatment plant
delivered to the Ministry of Health and

delivers sludge to authorized managers for the tanks
septic tanks and collection centers reviews

Biodiversity
Standard: GRI 304: 

Biodiversity
Program: Biodiversity 

Conservation
Affected: Flora- Fauna- 
Communities- Clients- 

Collaborators and 
Family- Regulators such as 

MINAE- SINAC

Impacts on biodiversity, wildlife and 
its behavior, habitat, feeding, among 

others, by
tourist visitation.

Be leaders in sustainable tourism 
management for the conservation of
biodiversity in the country. * Goal for 

2017-2019: Adopt and support two 
annual projects in conservation

of biodiversity

* Processes of the company that generates it: External:
clients when visiting the various tourist destinations.
* Management: load capacity management policies
per tour and number of pax, tips for tourist behavior, 

guides and drivers operation manual, complaint 
mechanisms, among other elements that protect 

Biodiversity.
* Evaluation: Load capacity, Customer surveys,

guides and drivers consultations.

Ambiental
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ECONOMY



ENVIRONMENT 
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(GRI 201-1-2, 203-1-2 GRI 204-1)

OUR ECONOMIC 
RESULTS

To ensure the continuity of the company, being constant in innovation and 
presence in the market is the essence of our strategy.

At the same time, our social responsibility is to generate external economic 
impacts through the inclusion of local suppliers and investments in the 
communities most visited by our clients.

Thus, through tourism, comprehensive socioeconomic development is 
promoted, contributing to the Social Progress index of these areas in the 
country. The development strategy of the material topics was as follows:

INNOVATION AND BUSINESS CONTINUITY 

Leadership and market share 

- Ratio of standard initial category salary by gender: There is no difference 
in the salaries of all personnel between men and women and they are above 
the minimum salary established by law. The range is the same for both.

- Proportion of senior executives hired from the local community: Of 
four senior executives, two of them live in communities near our offices, the 
remainder are located in more remote areas, representing 50% of local hiring. 
It is worth noting that it is a company with national capital.

 Investments of the period 2017 - 2019

Acquisition of Information and Technology 
Equipment and Systems

$213,029.74

Acquisition of a new vehicle fleet $502,644.70

Improvement in infrastructure of our offices $14,337.00

Total investments $730,011.44

During the period, we invested in the purchase of computer equipment, a 
program of the financial system to comply with the new financial regulations 
and the acquisition of 22 transport units, to renew our fleet, two buses and 
four Volare models that have technology that reduces carbon emissions. 
(Appendix 1).

EXTERNAL ECONOMIC IMPACT
Proportion of spending on local suppliers
• Investments in the Community
During 2017 and 2019 we invested $ 38,635.18 at the community level, 
in beautification projects and recreation areas, promotion of children’s 
education, food and support to non-profit organizations that work on issues 
such as poverty, education, environmental protection, to decrease social 
scourges.  

Community Donations and Invesments

Limon Proyect $27,323.28

2017 Client Contributions $3,000.00

2018 Client Contributions $6,000.00

Various donations 2017 - 2018 $1,017.53

Various donations 2019 $1,294.37

Total $38,635.18

Socioeconomic footprint
Swiss Travel projects benefits that extend beyond its own operation, to 
generate benefit for our country. During this period, we generated an 
income of 25 million dollars for our suppliers. 62% of these suppliers are 
national capital. 
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(GRI 103-1; 103-2; 103-3)

OUR ENVIRONMENTAL 
EFFORTS

At Swiss Travel we know that the environment is an essential asset for life 
and business development.
In 2019 Costa Rica was recognized with the highest UN environmental award 
for its leadership in the fight against climate change, naming the country 
with “Champion of the Earth in the Political Leadership category.”

This recognition reflects the efforts of the private and public sectors to 
counteract the impacts generated by the operation of each of them. Swiss 
Travel since its constitution has made great efforts to mitigate, eliminate or 
compensate its impacts on the environment, we take care of the beauties for 
which tourists choose Costa Rica as a destination and at the same time, we 
promote the continuity of current life and future generations. 

EMISSIONS  
(305-1;305-2;305-3;305-4; 305-5;305-6;305-7)
Our main impact is the emission of greenhouse 
gases from the transportation of our Clients.

In the year 2017 we set ourselves a goal to obtain Carbon Neutrality in all our 
locations, accredited by the Ministry of Environment and Energy, under the 
ISO 14064-1: 2006, INTE B5-2016, GHG Protocol / IPCC standard, achieving this 
in 2018.

In 2019 we obtained the Carbon Neutrality Plus, the highest level of this. To 
reach this level, the company managed to reduce its carbon footprint by 5.65% 
(from the 5% requirement), at the same time, we are part of the Greencloud 
Ecolégiate program, through which five schools near the company’s facilities 
are trained for a year.
Our base year was 2017, as it was the year in which we had all the information 
necessary to measure emission sources from all our operations.

How did we did it?
As part of our commitment, we measure and control our emission sources. In 
2017 our ecological footprint was 1,730.74 tons of CO2. However, thanks to our 
actions and optimization projects, we managed to reduce it to 1608.86 tons of 
CO2. We decreased to 121.88 tons of CO2.
In 2018 our footprint was 1518.11, decreasing by 5.65% compared to 2018. It is 
important to clarify, Carbon Neutrality is measured with a one-year delay, so 
we are in the process of finalizing the measurement for 2019.                                                                                                                                      
 Emitting gases generated in our operation:

CO2 CH4 N2O HFCs

HFCs
Energy

Transportation fuels and electricity generation - 
lubricants

Waste waters

Ordinary residues

Workshop Refrigerant 
Gases-Aerosols

The methodology used is the calculation made with the official factors set 
by the National Meteorological Institute (IMN; 2017 and 2018 respectively), 
Intergovernmental Group of Experts on Climate Change (IPCC) (2005) and 
the Greenhouse Gas Protocol.
Due to the nature of the company’s business, we do not generate ozone-
depleting substances, Nitrogen oxides (NOX), sulfur oxides (SOX) and other 
significant air emissions.
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FOOT PRINT MEASURES

GENERAL RESULTS
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EMISSIONS INTENSITY 
(GRI 305-5)

2017 2018

Total Direct CO2e Emissions 1567.27 1488.58

Total indirect Co2e emissions 24.59 16.70

Total other indirect Co2e 
emissions

6.68 10.60

Total Emissions c02e 1609.87 1515.88

REDUCTION ACTIONS 
(GRI 305-5)

Action 2017 (tCO2e) 2018 (tCO2e)

Route maximization in our 
fleet: scheduling services

105,91 71.70   Maximization
49.2196 Ecological Transports

Using air recuperator to 
avoid gas emissions into the 

atmosphere 

12.72 There were no gas refills 

Reject, reuse and recycle - 
waste that does not go to the 

landfill

3.25 7.41

Change of fluorescent 
luminaires for led lights

------ 0.02

Total 121.88 128.84

During 2018, four ecological buses were introduced into the vehicle fleet that 
reduce emissions into the atmosphere by having a Euro V motorcycle.
It has a diesel tank and another tank for Ad Blue, which is a high purity urea 
solution in the vehicle, which after the diesel burns and the polluting gases 
pass to the catalyst where the necessary amount of urea is added thanks to 
a sensor.

In this way, the catalyst and the chemical reaction called selective catalytic 
reduction (RCA), manages to reduce the emissions of nitrogen oxides (NOx) 
caused by the exhaust from diesel engines, generating as a result water in a 
gaseous state, thus reducing pollution to the environment.

The chemical reaction of urea generates equivalent Carbon Dioxide, but in a 
minimal amount compared to the emissions that these transport units can 
generate without this ecological system. (Annex 3)

  66% DIESEL CONSUMPTION AND 
COE EMISSIONS
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Swiss Travel is supplied by solar panels and the energy provided by the Costa Rican Electricity Institute 
and the National Power and Light Company is 98% from renewable sources as shown in the following 
diagram:

(Source, October 5, 2018) https://presiden-
cia.go.cr/comunicados/2018/10/costa-rica-su-
p e ra - 9 8 - d e - g e n e ra c i o n - e le ct r i ca - re n ov-
able-por-cuarto-ano-consecutivo/)

In addition, emergency power generators that 
run on diesel are used only during power outages.

The graph shows 90% of the energy consumed 
was provided by state institutions, 8% by the pan-
els that began to operate in mid-2019 in Uruca and 
at the end of 2019 in Guanacaste. 2% corresponds 
to the use of power plants due to power outages.

OUR ENERGY SOURCES 
302-1 /302-2/302-3/302-4
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Installed panels
Swiss Travel Guanacaste Headquarters

Installed panels
UIT Headquarters
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“The sustainability
is about ecology, 
economy and equality.”
Ralph Bicknese
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The graph shows 99% of the energy consumed 
was provided by the state institutions and 4% by 
the panels, which began to function in mid-2019 
in Uruca and at the end of 2019 in GTE and 1% cor-
responds to the use of power plants due to power 
outages.

GRAPH 1. PERCENTAGE COMPARISON OF 
ENERGY SOURCES SWISS TRAVEL 2017-
2019

1%

95%

ICE / CNFL Source

Power plants source

Month 2017 2018 2019 Total Difference Per-
centage

2017 2018 2019 Differ-
ence

Percent-
age

Source ICE/
CNFL

441 501.00 423 143.00 367 123.69 808 624.69 -18 358.00 -4% $101 629.17 $102 268.91 $92 461.64 $(9 167.53) -9%

Source power 
generators 

2 703.62 3 754.60 2 131.87 8 590.09 1050.98 39% $1 493.33 $1 163.69 $1 890.73 $397.40 27%

Solar panels n/a n/a 33 667.31 33 667.31 33 667.31 100% n/a n/a $10 865.05 $10 865.05 100%
Energy Total 444 204.62 3 754.60 402 922.87 850 882.09 -41 281.09 -9% $103 122.50 $103 432.60 $105 217.42 $(2 094.92) -2.0%

We achieved a 9% reduction in total consumption from 2017 to 2019, that is, 41,281.75 kw. The increase in the amount paid despite the reduction in consumption 
is due to increases in the rates established by ICE and CNFL. 

Consumption KW Amount Paid

Solar panels

4%
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Monthly average

2017

2018

GRAPH 2. COMPARATIVE MONTHLY ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION IN KW / H OF ALL LOCALITIES, 
YEARS 2017-2019

Our reduction of 40,710 kilowatts in those three years represented the electricity consumption of 174 families of four people during a whole month. (234 
average monthly consumption of a Costa Rican family according to ICE data).

We reduced the average electricity consumption of 15 Costa Rican families made up of four people for a whole year. (234 average monthly consumption of a 
Costa Rican family according to ICE data).

2019
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CONSUMPTION DISTRIBUTION 

Headquarters, San José Headquarters, San José Regional headquarters, 
Guanacaste

Cielo Azul, Uruca

Heating, air 
conditioning and 
ventilation system.

Computer hardware

Lighting system

Domestic hot water 
production

Heating, air 
conditioning and 
ventilation system.

Computer hardware

Lighting system

Domestic hot water 
production

Air compressor.

Air conditioning and 
ventilation system.

Computer hardware

Lighting system

40-45% 

15-20% 

5-10% 

0-5% 

40-45% 

15-20% 

5-10% 

0-5% 

40-45% 

15-20% 

5-10% 

0-5% 

The previous image shows the main consumption equipment at the Guanacaste and San José headquarters.

In the case of Cielo Azul, which is the Mechanical and Paint Workshop of our entire fleet, the behavior is different. The air compressor for mechanical 
equipment is the one with the highest electrical consumption, despite being used in non-peak hours, later it is accompanied by the air conditioning system 
of the offices, computers and finally by the lighting system.
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CONSUMPTION EFFICIENCY PER PERSON 

Number of staff Annual 
average 
of staff

Average annual 
consumption per 

person

Monthly 
average 

per 
person

Annual% 
reduction 

2019 vs 2017

Annual% 
reduction 2019 

vs 2017

2017 288 1532.99 127.7
-11% -11%

2018 299 1415.19 117.9

2019 294 1363.23 113.6

Electricity consumption Efficiency Ratio in Kilowatts per collaborator of Swiss Travel 
at the Corporate level, years 2017-2019

GRAPH 3 MONTHLY CORPORATE CONSUMPTION 2017 VS 2019 IN KILOWATTS

Number of personnel vs. monthly 
consumption Kw year 2017

Number of personnel vs. monthly 
consumption Kw year 2018

Average years 2017-2019

The data indicates that the company not only had a reduction in consumption of 4%, but also efficiency in consumption in 2017 and 2018 per person.

During 2017 there was an annual average of 335 people and 339 in 2018. Despite the 1% increase in staff, there was a decrease in total annual consumption of 
5.2%, this reflected in an economic level in annual savings of $ 6.71 per person, for a total of $ 2576.75 annually.

Number of personnel vs. monthly 
consumption Kw year 2019
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Office Total air cons Changes % advance Pending change % pending

San Jose 36 56 100% 0 0

Guanacaste 32 18 24% 14 26%

UIT Cielo Azul 7 1 1% 6 11%

Total 75 75 28% 54 72%

Replacement air conditioners - Date: December 30, 2018
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WATER
(303-1/302-2/303-3)

The water in our headquarters comes mainly from wells, consumption is through the use of sanitary 
services, dining room in offices, transport washing, mechanical workshops, rooms for staff and 
maintenance of infrastructure-gardens.

Goals: Decrease 9% at the corporate level during the 2017-2019 period.

Supply sources detail:
 - Costa Rican Institute of Aqueducts and Sewers Company (AYA, acronym in Spanish)
 - Wells

In Costa Rica, the institution that provides the water service to the company is Acueductos y 
Alcantarillados (AyA), and the company also has its own wells for its supply. Each headquarters is 
supplied as follows:

Santa Ana Headquarters AyA + Well

Guanacaste regional office Well

Cielo Azul - Uruca Transport Office AyA + rainwater 

Consumption by source at the Swiss Travel Corporate 
level in m3 years 2017-2018

Year / 
Sourcee

Well AyA Total Difference 
2017-2019

Percentage

2017 13 534 1 610 15 144

380.2 3%
2018 13 505 2500 16 005

2019 13 961 1 563 15 524

Total 40 999 5 673 46 672

Due to a leak in La Uruca, a damage to the San José well pump and a more intense dry season during 
2018, the goal of the period of reducing consumption by 1% was not achieved. Which has already been 
corrected. But, we had an increase at the end of the period of 3%, which is being worked to decrease in 
the following years.
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Underground water from deep wells, in the case of Santa Ana MINAE concession 
under file 8207-p, assigned flow 1.02 liters per second and Guanacaste, File 9703-
P assigned flow 0.60 l / s. in the same property (See permissions in annexes). 
There is no impact on any source for communities, biodiversity or wild areas. 
They pay fees established by MINAE for the water use concession under the 
water law, organic law and forestry law.

13%

87%

Water 
well

AyA

GRAPH 4. COMPARATIVE PERCENTAGE OF CONSUMPTION BY WATER 
SOURCES SWISS TRAVEL YEARS 2017-2019

RAINWATER COLLECTION SYSTEM
The company has a rainwater collection system at the Uruca facility.

The system consists of a pipe system in the hangars of the buildings where the vehicles are stored and 
three tanks with a total capacity of 15,000 m3 of water, which covers approximately 155% of daily use 
while it rains; otherwise, it covers the equivalent 105%.

Unit type Litres per wash 

Hiace 8 liters (it was dirtier 
than the Coaster)

Coaster 7 liters

Senior 9 liters

Buseta China 9 liters

Bus 22 liters

Unit type Litres per DAILY wash 

Hiace-9 8 liters- 72 liters

Coaster-8 7 liters - 56 liters

Senior-1 9 liters

Volare-2 9 liters - 18 liters

Buseta 
China-1

9 liters

Bus-5 22 liters - 110 liters

Unit type Litres per MONTHLY 
wash 

Hiace-9 2232

Coaster-8 1736

Senior-1 279

Volare-2 558

Buseta China-1 279

Bus-5 3410

Indicators:
Average Consumption     Consumption per daily wash         Consumption Washed Monthly

Grand monthly total:  8,494 m3 per day annually, 2549.2 m3 on average with 300 washing days and quantity of washes per unit per month. Supply of rain 
tanks in the rainy season: approximately 1 month and 24 days.
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REDUCTION ACTIONS

Rainwater Collection System and Mobile 
Washing

Maintenance

Signage common areasActions such as cleaning lightly soiled 
mobiles are carried out with damp cloths 
and windows with alcohol.

The plan for efficient use and saving water 
includes the monitoring provided by the 
maintenance process, and optimization 
actions are also attached.

Such as: the rainwater collection tanks in 
Uruca (used to wash the units), Control 
of Preventive Maintenance of the Water 
System, Intelligent Irrigation System, 
detects the temperature of the environment 
and only if necessary the irrigation system 
is turned on, labeling in various areas of the 
company to promote savings in employees 
and customers.

EFFLUENTS - WASTEWATER - WASTE
306-1

Our operations generate the following types of 
wastewater from the following sources: 

Identification of Sources and types of 
Wastewater by location

Location Source Water type Average Daily 
Flow

San Jose Bathrooms Ordinary 10.5 m3 
daily

Diner room 

Rooms

Cielo Azul
Workshop Special 4.18 m3 

daily
Bathrooms, 
offices and 

transport units 

Ordinary

Dinnig room 

Rooms

Guanacaste
Bathrooms

Ordinary
22.28 m3 

daily
Dinnig room

Kitchen

Hangar Special

Rooms
Ordinary

Method used: from 2007-730 Scope 55 of Gazette 55 of March 19, 2007: 
80% of the water for daily consumption
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“Conservation is a state 
of harmony between man 
and earth”
Aldo Leopold
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TREATMENT
306-1

Swiss Travel San Jose’s wastewater is treated by an on-site treatment plant. The plant has a design flow of 10.5 cubic meters per day and a maximum 
allowable of 12 cubic meters per day. This effluent flow is released into the natural flow of a stream that crosses the property (Quebrada Copey).

These flow ranges require us to present operational reports every six months. 

TRIBUTARY

Bathrooms
Offices

Treatment plant
sewage water

EFFLUENT

Bathrooms
Event rooms

Kitchens

Grease traps

Rust pond with lilies

River Copey

Affluent
Ordinary type 
waste water. It 
comes from the 
health network

Camera
entry

Tank of
aeration

Secondary 
settler

Sludge drying 
bed

Buried or used as a 
fertilizer in green 

areas

Water
treated
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This is the type of water collected and its 
treatment:

• Rainwater:  Rainwater is collected through 
canoes, drains and pipes around the buildings and 
is taken to the corresponding sewage system, from 
there it goes directly to Quebrada Copey, which 
crosses the property. In future reports a project can 
be made to collect this water.

• Ordinary wastewater: This type of water leaves 
the buildings through independent drainage 
systems which transport the water from the 
batteries of sanitary services to the treatment plant 
(WWTP). The WWTP has an aerobic type biological 
system, or extended aeration, that is, with activated 
sludge, which is a treatment where the waste to be 
degraded is put in contact with a microbial mass 
composed of aerobic bacteria, under controlled 
environmental conditions, to optimize efficiency. 
Its specific characteristics are: high BOD removal, 
minimal environmental impact, absence of bad 
odors, and others. The WWTP consists of the 
following parts:

- Inlet Chamber:  receives the water from the 
sanitation system, separates sludge through metal 
grids and reduces inlet turbulence, it also includes 
a triangular weir to measure the flow that enters 
the system.

-Aerator Tank: receives the water coming from 
the inlet chamber, it consists of an aerobic 
biological reactor where the biochemical reactions 
responsible for the degradation of wastewater are 
carried out. Aerobic conditions are maintained 
by means of the injection of compressed air. The 
distribution of this air and the dilution of oxygen in 
the waters is achieved by means of diffusers that 
distribute the air in the form of micro bubbles. The 
success of the process depends on maintaining a 
constant biomass concentration in the tank, this 

is achieved by recirculating part of the decanted 
sludge in the settler back to the aerator tank, where 
it is mixed with the raw water.

- Secondary settler: In this stage of the process, 
the suspended solids contained in the mixed liquor 
that passes through the aerator tank are removed 
by gravity, where a clarified effluent results. The 
settled solids (sludge) that settle to the bottom of 
the tank and the residues that accumulate on the 
surface of the tank are recirculated to the aerator 
tank through a pneumatic suction system. The 
activated sludge in excess of this system is very 
small, therefore, it is retained in the settler for the 
time necessary to later be extracted and safely 
buried in a designated place.

- Sludge drying bed:  It is a covered pool, the bottom 
of which is made up of layers of porous materials, 
gravel and sand, on which the digested residual 
sludge is drained by drainage and evaporation. The 

water drained from the wet or leached sludge is 
returned to the aeration tank and the dehydrated 
sludge is buried in the treatment plant grounds.

- The oxidation lagoon: final process for greater 
purification, where together with the lilies the 
water is oxygenated, so that the bacteria degrade 
if there is any organic material in it, so that later 
the water leaves for the Copey stream, complying 
with the parameters established by the Ministry 
of Health.
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Uruca

This headquarters produces domestic and special 
wastewater from the workshop. The former are 
discharged into a septic tank and are managed 
by Sahuco, a manager authorized by the Ministry 
of Health. The second ones go through a system 
of grease traps, desander, polishing tank (with 
papyrus plants), and then they are discharged to 
rainwater tanks for reuse in washing units. In the 
same way, water analyzes are carried out on the 
latter for being dangerous waters. 

The waters are treated by a Sahuco manager 
authorized by the Ministry of Health. Annex 6

Guanacaste

It generates Domestic Wastewater and special 
waters (there is no workshop, only minor jobs 
such as changing tires and oil) which go through 
different grease traps and are discharged into 
a Septic Tank, it is managed by the authorized 
manager Santa Cruz Septic Services, when the 
septic tank warrants it.

 1. The procedure to develop the Swiss-
 Guanacaste Wastewater Generation 
 Control was developed based on the 
 number of people (collaborators-clients) 
 and the time they stayed in the offices.
 This due to the fact that only the Water 
 consumption in Cubic Meters from June 
 to October 2017, since well water is 
 available and before those months, 
 its consumption was not counted 
 through the hodometer. The calculation of 
 water consumption for the remaining 
 months also had to be done.

SIGNIFICANT DIESEL SPILLS
GTE 306-4

There is a diesel tank, but within the reporting 
period, there have been no diesel spills, and we 
have an internal protocol in case of spills.

GRI 306-5

Bodies of water affected by water spills and / or 
runoff.

Only in the case of San Jose, after the treatment 
provided to the water, the effluent leaves 
the Quebrada Copey, within the parameters 
established by the Ministry of Health in the 
Declaration of Discharges File 4871-V OF May 22, 

2018. Of which the corresponding Environmental 
Canon for Discharges is paid according to 
Executive Decree 34431-MINAE-S Regulation of 
Environmental Canon for Discharges.

WASTE
306-2

At Swiss Travel we manage waste under the concept 
“the best waste is that which is not generated”, 
trying to eliminate or reduce the amount of waste 
generated at the end of our operation, through the 
rejection, reuse and management of recoverable 
waste. The composition of the waste generated in 
the following:

The four solid wastes with a very high priority for receiving integrated management due to their level of 
higher environmental, economic and social impact in the different locations are: ordinary, followed by 
plastic, paper, hazardous and special waste from both Cielo Azul, as that generated by the maintenance 
process.

They are the ones who generate the greatest quantity and who have the greatest economic relevance 
and negative impacts on the environment and society. Those with the least impact are cardboard, glass, 
aluminum and metal, because they are less consumed and easy to be treated. Each of them is treated 
by the corresponding authorized manager.

We collect the waste by process then we take it to collection centers of each headquarters, to then be 
dispatched correctly to the corresponding authorized managers.
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Waste lubricant - Vehicle Oil - Cielo Azul

We keep in these buckets, every time the oil is 
changed and they are delivered to Multiservicios 
Ecológicos for proper management.

Oil Buckets

Guanacaste collection center

Santa Ana collection center

Uruca collection center

Office lettering

Containers by department
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2017 2018

The waste that the company generates depends on the operation carried out at each facility, as shown in the previous tables. So the graph shows the amount 
of waste per year 2017 and AL 2019 at the corporate level, with waste being that most ordinary waste (garbage) is generated, followed by paper and plastic 
and then oils from mobile phone maintenance.

During 2017, on the use of paper, a strong campaign was carried out with the staff to reduce consumption and reuse sheets, the total amount of paper left as 
waste increased, since they reused a lot of paper. Plastics have decreased, as we participate in the campaign for walkways for people with disabilities and we 
raise awareness among staff regarding the rejection of plastics. We achieved in 2019 a reduction of 67% of the total of all waste in relation to the year 2017. Due 
to all the efforts of sensibilization and reduction.

GRAPH 6. AMOUNT OF WASTE AT CORPORATE LEVEL YEAR 2017 VRS 
2019 BY TYPE OF MATERIAL IN KILOGRAMS

2019

GRAPH 7. AMOUNT OF WASTE AT THE 
CORPORATE LEVEL IN TOTAL BY YEAR 2017 
TO 2019 IN KILOGRAMS

2017 2018 2019

25107.9

20700.8

8310.0

16797.9
67%
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8%

58%

34%

Dangerous

No
Recoverable

Recoverable

8%

69%

22%

Dangerous

No
Recoverable

Recoverable

11%

47%

42%

Dangerous

No
Recoverable

Recoverable

GRAPH 8. CONTROL GENERATED BY 
SWISS TRAVEL CORPORATE, TOTAL 
YEARS 2017 - 2019 GRAPH 9. CONTROL OF WASTE 

GENERATED BY SWISS TRAVEL 
CORPORATE, TOTAL YEAR 2017

GRAPH 10. CONTROL OF WASTE 
GENERATED BY SWISS TRAVEL 
CORPORATE, TOTAL YEAR 2018

58% corresponded to recyclable materials which were managed with authorized managers, 34% 
refers to ordinary waste, managed with the Municipality of each headquarters, San José, Uruca 
and Liberia.

 San José and Uruca manage it at the Uruca Landfill, and Liberia with the Miramar Landfill. 
All have responsible treatment systems. 8% corresponded to hazardous waste, generated by 
the Uruca and Guanacaste headquarters for the maintenance of the mobile phones, managed 
by authorized managers shown in the tables above and 0.5% corresponds to special, electronic 
waste which we manage at the level corporate with the Authorized Manager Solirsa.
In general, during these three years the company managed all its waste in a responsible manner, 
as shown in the treatment table, in the annexes the certificates of each collecting entity are 
attached.

Figures 9 to 11 show a reduction in the amount of recoverable and non-recoverable waste and an 
increase in hazardous waste, due to a general decrease in conventional waste due to reduction 
and training actions. The increase in hazardous waste is due to an increase in sales, which implied 
greater movement of transport vehicles.  

GRAPH 11. CONTROL OF WASTE 
GENERATED BY SWISS TRAVEL 
CORPORATE, TOTAL YEAR 2019

34%

34%

32%

DangerousNo
Recoverable

Recoverable
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Control consumption of paper or reams consumed

Month Corporate consumption of reams

Number of reams

2017 2018 2019 Average 2017-2019

Difference Percentage

January 140 139 96 125 -44 -31%

February 91 83 89 88 -2 -2%

March 106 106 89 100 -17 -16%

April 90 72 98 87 8 9%

May 75 60 70 68 -5 -7%

June 38 30 51 40 13 34%

July 92 68 58 73 -34 -37%

August 73 58 36 56 -37 -51%

September 67 52 75 65 8 12%

October 35 65 50 50 15 43%

November 94 71 45 70 -49 -52%

December 154 70 70 98 -84 -55%

Annual totals 1055 874 827 919 -228 -22%

228 reams reduced equivalent 
to 14.25 trees

(1 tree = 16 reams)
22 trees are required to supply 

the oxygen demand of one 
person per day, we produce 
oxygen for three quarters of 

the day with this reduction in 
paper consumption.

a tree absorbs approximately 
between 10kg and 30kg of CO2 

per year.
These 14.25 trees captured an 

average 0.1425 tonnes of CO2 in 
one year, taking the 10 kg base

Reduction actions

A competition was created during several 
months in which all the departments 
competed with each other, in relation to who 
reduced the consumption of paper the most. 
It was a great success, since it increased the 
reuse of sheets printed on one side, reducing 
180 reams, 17% at the corporate level during 
2018 vs 2017.
Thanks to this campaign and the awareness-
raising made on staff, consumption was 
further reduced in 2019. At the end of the 2017-
2019 period, generating 228 less reams, which 
represents a reduction of 22%.

GRAPH 12. COMPARATIVE CONSUMPTION OF REAMS 2017 TO 
2019, SWISS TRAVEL

2017

2018

2019

Average
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Other paper reduction mechanisms

Computer systems: they help us reduce printing, 
among them:

Dona Tapa Project

Dona Tapa is a nationwide project of the Red
Costa Rican Accessible Tourism, which seeks
collect as much plastic from caps
of bottles, which will later become one of the
main products to build the ramps of
access to beaches for people with disabilities.
Since 2018 the company began to be part of this 
program and we have managed to deliver 65.78 
kilos of bottle caps.

Trash can placed inside the premises by the copier.

Members of the Un Pupitre para mi País Program

560 kilos of Tetrapack collected and delivered to 
the Dos Pinos company with which 14 desks were 
delivered to the Nuevo Horizonte School in Guararí 
de Heredia.

The Dos Pinos company, in conjunction with 
the Ministries of Public Education and the 
Ministries of Justice and Peace, developed for 
several years the Un Pupitre para tu Escuela 
program, which consists of creating sheets 
based on tetrapack, to assemble desks, that 
in addition to furnishing the school with 
furniture, it also employs prisoners.
The program began in 2005, it was suspended 
in 2018, so in 2019 when it was reactivated, 560 
kilos of tetrapack were delivered in exchange 
for 14 desks for the Nuevo Horizonte School 
in Guararí de Heredia, an area with limited 
resources and close to our offices in Uruca. 
Thus, education and work are promoted 
through the delivery of this material, making 
a correct management of tetrapack waste.

• Paperless: digital file of information, 
avoids printing reservations, confirmations 
and other data, with access for authorized 
personnel

• Shared folders: stores various documents to 
share between processes.

• Eco-friendly printers: print on both sides, 
save electricity, provide a monthly report of 
impressions made, amount of CO2 emitted 
and trees required for those impressions 
(this control was not used for reams, since 
paper is used for other chores).

• Smart Flow: Documentation system

• Documents: our management system is 
stored, procedures without the need to print 
and with access to all personnel to facilitate 
their use.
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BIODIVERSITY
GRI 304

Costa Rica is considered one of the most biodiverse 
countries on the planet, containing a small territory, 
a condition that is reflected in the wide variety of 
ecosystems represented in it from moorland to 
Andean forests, tropical humid forests, dry forests, 
wetlands and others.

 However, most of Costa Rica’s natural ecosystems 
have been transformed and degraded by 
deforestation, caused by improper use of the 
land in agro-industrial activities, agricultural 
production, urban development, the construction 
of infrastructure works and urbanization and 
introduction of species that in some cases 
are invasive, tourism, affecting the balance of 
ecological systems.

This rapid conversion and deterioration of 
the original ecosystems has generated loss 
of biodiversity, a decrease in the quality and 
quantity of water resources, soil degradation and 
contamination of both marine and continental 
waters.

With these deteriorating conditions, the need 
arises to develop this Swiss Travel Restoration 
Plan as a frame of reference to carry out actions 
that seek to counteract the negative effects 
that have accumulated and have deteriorated 
the ecosystems and the quality of life of the 
communities. human resources, through 
ecological restoration, rehabilitation and recovery 
activities.

304-2 - Significant impacts of activities, 
products and services on biodiversity

Biological Component

Flora and fauna

Illegal extraction and captivity of wild animals and 
plants

Marketing of species or products of flora and fauna 
prohibited by law

Artificial feeding (direct or indirect) to wild animals

Alteration in the behavior of animals by invading 
their territory

Impact on flora and fauna due to the decrease in 
essential goods for life (water, food, air quality, 

spaces to live)

Impact on aquatic and marine flora and fauna

Destruction and contamination of habitat by waste

Destruction and contamination of habitat by mas-
sive tourism in protected areas

Reduction of sands and alteration of the natural 
landscape

Saturation of protected areas by visitation

Mangrove destruction

Different activities or causes that generate 
impact:

· Acquisition of Supplies.
• Water consumption.
• Consumption of Fuels and Gases.
• Electrical consumtion.
• Stakeholders of the company, visitors
• Production and Management of Solid Waste
• Production and Management of Liquid Waste.
• Use of Air Conditioners
• Visit of clients to different areas of the country

Environmental, Social and Economic Impacts: 
7.1 Environmental

• Illegal extraction and captivity of wild animals 

and plants

• Commercialization of species or products of flora 

and fauna prohibited by the law “Artificial feeding

• (direct or indirect) to wild animals “

• Alteration in the behavior of animals due to 

invading their territory

• Affection of flora and fauna due to decrease in 

essential goods for life (water, food, air quality, 

spaces to live) Affection of aquatic and marine flora 

and fauna.

• Destruction and contamination of the habitat by 

waste

• Destruction and contamination of the habitat by 

massive tourism in protected areas

• Decrease in forest area and alteration of the 

natural landscape

• Saturation of protected areas by visitation

• Destruction of mangroves.

GRI 304-1
None of our facilities are located in protected areas 
or areas of great value for biodiversity outside of 
protected areas, nor do they impact protected or 
restored habitats, there are only indirect impacts 
from the visit of our clients to protected areas and 
the suppliers on the conservation of the biodiversity 
that were identified during due diligence.
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Biodiversity Load Capacity

With proper management of the contracting of suppliers, through the research and development 
department, the supplier is selected, evaluating environmental, social, quality and tour factors

Identification of vulnerable areas:

Sales Area: must send annually the most visited sites 
and number of visitors and types of activities carried out. 
In the same way, the guides and drivers collaborate 
who constantly visit the areas, in relation to biological 
impacts.

Analysis of vulnerable areas

Sustainability area analyzes the effects generated in 
each area involved, categorizes and chooses the three 
main risk areas, taking into account the load capacity 
of the sites or the limit of acceptable change of the 
community. Generates report to Corporate Directors 
with the adjustments to be made, with specific 
deadlines, representation of costs for the company, 
among others.

Marketing Area
It must make adjustments to search for an alternative 
product if required to alleviate the carrying capacity of 
saturated sites and promote the recovery of ecosystems.

Monitoring and Control

Carry out by the sustainability area of the priority areas 
to analyze the recovery status and consider reopening 
that product in the service offering.
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Restored and protected habitats
304- 3 -304-4

We do not have direct species affected by our offices or operations, but we do have indirectly by the visit 
of our clients to conservation areas and other sites, which with the human presence are affected.

A list of species in danger of extinction in Costa Rica is attached, according to SINAC 2017.

Flora
• Black garlic
• Balm
• Camibar
• Mahogany
• Cedar
• Royal cedar
• Cipresillo
• Flake
• Cristobal
• Real Guayacán
• Black laurel
• Pinillo
• Quira
• Sandrillo
• Tamarindo
• Toasted

Amphibians
• Harlequin frog (painted toad)
• Golden Frog
• Poisonous toad

Reptiles
• Boa becquer
• Crocodile
• Leatherback turtle
• Bighead turtle or caguana
• Hawksbill turtle
• Olive ridley turtle
• Black turtle
• Green turtle
• 
Arachnids
• Tarantula

Mammals
• Caucel
• Caucel tigrillo
• Wild pig
• Danta
• Jaguar
• Yaguarundí
• Manatee, sea cow
• Manigordo or ocelot
• Squirrel monkey or false marmoset
• White-faced monkey
• Red monkey, spider monkey
• Howler Monkey
• Giant Ant Eater
• Puma, mountain lion

Birds
• Crested Eagle
• Harpy eagle
• Solitary eagle
• Yellow-tailed bag, chorcha, chilote
• Red throat caracara, foul-mouthed cocoa
• Mangrove hummingbird
• Pink spatula
• Jabiru
• Heron of the sun
• Rufous-breasted hawk
• Scarlet macaw or macaw
• Green macaw
• Cantile duck, water dog
• Piche barcino, pijije cariblanco
• Piche careto, white-faced pijije
• Soterrey sabanero, Guachipelín
• Black-faced ant-tanager
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For this, we have a plan for the protection and 
conservation of prohibited or threatened species to 
reduce impact:

• Identify the different suppliers that use wild 
species in their daily operations.

• Identify the level of interaction with Rescue 
Centers that offer interaction with wild species.

• Make sure that all providers or Rescue Centers 
that work with wild species have all the permits 
established by regulatory entities.

• Identify the actions that can be carried out for 
the conservation and protection of prohibited 
or threatened flora and fauna species.

• Motivate internal and external personnel to 
carry out actions for the conservation and 
protection of forbidden or threatened flora and 
fauna species.

• Training our guides to raise awareness and 
take care that clients are not affected and that 
they do not affect biodiversity in the same way.

• We have behavioral tips that are provided to 
customers in their welcome pack to support 
conservation actions.

• We have pending for the months of October 
and November 2019 to carry out an inventory of 
autochthonous and exotic species of the office 
gardens.

Restoration projects and promotion of sustainable 
use of biodiversity

a) a) Restoration and sustainable use of 
Ecosystem Owned by Swiss Travel: Through 
assisted succession. The properties of our locations 
were empty lands, scarce dry forest and a sheep 
farm. With a continuous process of protection, from 
the construction of the offices, protecting vestiges 
of primary forest trees and fruit trees, followed by 
a process of restoration and protection in the rest 
of the property to strengthen the ecosystem of the 
area, through the incorporation of native species. 
Now we have an evergreen regenerating forest.

The use of the infrastructure was planned to 
blend integrally with the wooded area, between 
buildings, parking lots, water treatment system 
with biannual analyzes to ensure a water 
discharge within the parameters established by 
the Ministry of Health to Quebrada Copey .

Forest area mixes fruit trees, timber, herbs and 
shrubs, which are integrated in such a way as to 
allow a diversity of animals that have sometimes 
been observed on the property. 
Squirrels, porcupines, snakes, various species of 
birds (owls, hummingbirds, yigüirros, toucans, 
woodpeckers, lovebirds, piapias, among others), 
sabaneras snakes, vines, boas. Iguanas, garrobos, 
various species of frogs in the creek, among 
other animals, who find natural food, habitat, 
developing their ecological functions in a natural 
way, in the middle of our operation, thus enriching 
the ecosystem of the property, through a use 
sustainable .
 
On the other hand, we have fruit trees distributed 
throughout the property (Lemon, avocado, 
carambola, water apple, soursop), in the rainy 
season beans, corn are planted, this crop is rotated 
by sectors of the property, to give rest to the earth.

Organic compost is used, produced on the same 
property, a product of the litter that is collected. 
Certain materials that have been discarded, such 
as tires, plastic baskets, are also used to plant 
thyme, sage, cape gooseberry, different types of 
chili, celery, coyote cilantro, tomato, used for food 
preparation at Eventos del Sol, which supplies the 
dining room of Swiss Travel collaborators.

b) Apoyo a proveedores o ONGs que 
trabajan estos temas:  
• b.1) At community level, we support the 

Cuencas de Limón Foundation.
• al final del párrafo de lo de cuencas de limón, 

colocar que aportamos donación de $1175
• b.2) Donation to the Tapantí Mazizo la Muerte 

National Park
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Monteverde Cloud Forest Biological Reserve

Through the visit of our clients, during the reporting period there were 1807 clients, they contributed $ 30,247 for the conservation of the reserve.

National Parks

Our Sustainability Manual establishes operating 
guidelines, where the company has different 
modes of operation such as groups, incentives, 
individuals and cruises, and each process in charge 
must ensure quality and safety criteria, including 
respect for cargo capacities and limits set for 
vulnerable sites. 

The company does not operate direct tours other 
than the aquatic ones, the rest are subcontracted 
and only when a regular or private tour is made is it 
operated directly, but mostly to national parks, city 
tours, so the internal rules are the base. We must 
also find the carrying capacities of suppliers and 
protected areas, if they are less than the number 
indicated in our policy we adjust to them, if they 
are greater we adjust to our internal policy, so that 
the impact is minimal.

There are manuals for the operation of each of the 
client modalities that the company has, defined in 
this way as individuals, groups, incentives, cruises, 
and of these, the load capacity for visiting natural or 
cultural sites by type is established tour, which are 
shown in each manual of the document presented. 
Then two or more guides are used, in a range of 15 
to 25 pax as the case may be (established in the 
manuals), considering providing quality of service 
and protecting the areas to visit. We must also find 
the carrying capacities of suppliers and protected 

areas, if they are less than the number indicated in our policy we adjust to them, if they are greater we 
adjust to our internal policy, so that the impact is minimal.

Examples of mechanisms by which we obtain information on the load capacity of the visited sites, our 
suppliers or national parks, in this way comply with the guideline of the site to visit or activity to be 
carried out.

Sample of groups adjusted to our internal policies, that is, more than 15 to 25, there are two Guides, to 
divide the group, there is quality and the community and the environment are guided as compliance 
with the internal policy and that of our suppliers. For example, Sensoria and Místico have an entry 
restriction of maximum 15 pax per guide, so another guide is assigned or hired.

Members of the environmental alliance

307-1

Environmental Compliance

We have no breach of laws and regulations.

We are members of the Santa Ana Environmental Alliance, a group of Santa Ana companies that
develop projects at destination level in environmental matters, all are members of the Program of
Blue flag. The sustainability manager is the representative of the company
in this group. Within the 2019 results, 10 trainings were carried out
throughout the year in environmental matters, where we covered a 
total of 359 people, three new companies trained and with follow-up that
report on PBAE Climate Change this 2020 and 4 volunteers
with 232 participating volunteers, 200 trees planted, 362 kilos 
of waste collected
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OUR STAFF
GRI 102-8

Employment

Total corporate staff

Month 2017 2018 2019 Difference 
2017-2019

Percentage 
2017-2019

January 314 322 310 -4 -1.3%

February 309 321 304 -5 -1.6%

March 308 326 307 -1 -0.3%

April 308 321 304 -4 -1.3%

May 308 316 297 -11 -3.6%

June 308 314 291 -17 -5.5%

July 305 311 292 -13 -4.3%

August 302 307 288 -14 -4.6%

September 302 300 292 -10 -3.3%

October 300 300 295 -5 -1.7%

November 303 302 306 3 1.0%

December 311 305 305 -6 -1.9%

Average 307 312 299 -7 -2%

GRAPH 13. COMPARATIVE NUMBER OF PERSONNEL 2017 AND 2019

2017 2018

During these three years we had a 2% reduction in staff. The average number of personnel 
during those three years is 306 people.

Our sustainable commitment is also aimed at 
our staff, who are the ones who ultimately make 
possible the quality of the services provided 
to our clients, which is why human resource 
management is one of the fundamental elements 
of our commitment to social responsibility.

2019
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New employee hires and staff turnover
GRI 401-1

The total number and rate of new employee hires 
during the reporting period, by age group, sex, and 
region.

Number of men vs women 
hired years 2017 – 2019

31%

69%

GRAPH 15. PERCENTAGE OF PERSONNEL 
WOMEN VS MEN SWISS TRAVEL 
CORPORATE, YEAR 2017

Men

Women

An increase in the hiring of women by 6%, narrowing the gap as part of gender equality efforts. 
With an increase of six positions in the case of women, 12 women entered in 2018 and 7 in 2017

GRAPH 16.  PERCENTAGE OF 
PERSONNEL WOMEN VS MEN 
SWISS TRAVEL CORPORATE, 
YEAR 2018

36%

64%
Men

Women

38%

62%

GRAPH 18. PERCENTAGE OF PERSONNEL 
HEADQUARTERS WOMEN VS. HEADQUARTERS 
MEN SWISS TRAVEL CORPORATE, YEAR 2018

Men

Women

At the leadership level, it improved from 38% to 54% in three years, due to internal restructuring, 
giving opportunity to various internal positions. Head of Incentives GTE, Head of Accounting.

GRAPH 19. ERCENTAGE OF PERSONNEL 
HEADQUARTERS WOMEN VS. 
HEADQUARTERS MEN SWISS TRAVEL 
CORPORATE, YEAR 2018

36%

48%
Men

Women

54%

46%

GRAPH 14. PERCENTAGE NUMBER OF STAFF 
IN THE AREA VRS ZONE REMOTE STAFF AT 
THE CORPORATE LEVEL YEAR 2019

Local
staff

Staff from
other zones

Number of personnel in the area, that is, close 
to the offices vs. personnel who live far from the 

offices.

43% of the personnel live in communities near 
our offices: Liberia, Santa Ana, Cuidad Colón 
and Uruca.
In 2019 45% of the people belong to the 
community, the company pays an average 
of ¢ 77,304,208 in salaries, being money 
that remains in these communities, for their 
development.

GRAPH 17. PERCENTAGE OF 
PERSONNEL WOMEN VS MEN 
SWISS TRAVEL CORPORATE, 
YEAR 2019

54%

46%
Men

Women
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

In relation to staff turnover at the corporate level, in 
2017 there was of 15.1%, increasing in 2018 to 22.4% 
(an increase of 7.3%) and 22.7% in 2019, that is, in the 
period There was a 7.7% increase in staff turnover, 
due to internal adjustments necessary to position 
the company to simplify processes. Stability is 
sought for the year 2021.

GRAPH 20. CORPORATE MONTHLY STAFF 
TURNOVER COMPARISON 2017 VS. 2019

As the graph shows, the months of June, July and 
August coincide with the low season, the months 
when the turnover increased.

GRAPH 21. ANNUAL PERSONNEL 
ROTATION SWISS TRAVEL GTE YEAR 2017 
VS 2019

Job Fairs
Participation in the Inclusive Fair of the INA 
Guanacaste.

Table 1. Participation of companies II 
Inclusive employment fair

Guanacaste 2017

Business sector

Tourism Agro
industry

Business 
and services

Liberia 3 2 5

Carrillo 3 2

Nicoya 1 1

Santa Cruz 4 4

La Cruz 1 1

Cañas 1

Total 12 1 2 15

Source INA GTE. 2017

SJO

The company is interested in creating
job opportunities, therefore annually,
according to detected needs, job fairs are organized
in our headquarters and participate in
external fairs. Here are some fairs at
that we have participated:

In 2019 no job fairs were held.
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BENEFITS FOR FULL-TIME EMPLOYEES
GRI 401-2

• Subsidized dining room in San José and special prices in Guanacaste and UIT.
• Use of swimming pool and soccer field.
• Agreements with health providers.
• Parking
• Special rates with suppliers, at their discretion and granting (after having
• completed one year of work)
• Rooms for our tour guides, drivers and other personnel who finish working very late.

Activities

Anniversary 2018                                                                          Anniversary 2019

Mother’s Day, Father’s Day, Labor Day 2017-2018
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HEALTH AND SAFETY AT WORK
GRI 403-1

Occupational Health Committee and Brigade

Committed to the safety of our employees

Occupational Health is a vital pillar for the proper functioning of organizations, its prevention principles contribute to a healthy organizational culture, 
improvement of the quality of life and increase the effectiveness of the different teams. It also promotes workplaces safer, comfortable and healthy, Provide the 
knowledge required to improve decision-making for our health at work, family and places of recreation.

The World Health Organization (WHO) defines occupational health as a multidisciplinary activity that promotes and protects the health of workers. This 
discipline seeks to control accidents and illnesses by reducing the risky conditions present in the workplace.

 In our company we have an occupational health office, in addition to an occupational health committee duly registered with the Occupational Health 
Commission. Said committee meets monthly to review the risks, incidents, accidents that have occurred or that could occur in order to carry out improvement 
actions to reduce said risks.

Our commissions                                                           

SJO
UIT

All committees have 50% 
representation of the 
workers and 50% of the 
employer.
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Brigade

Each of our headquarters has its corresponding brigade for emergency care. Between 2017 and 2019 they were trained in Basic First Aid by the Red Cross.
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Health and Wellbeing programs developed for staff during 2017-2018

Ergonomic Evaluations:

by means of which the staff requests ergonomic evaluations of their work station to make the 
corresponding improvements to their work station.

Active Pauses: 

We started with the program at the San José 
headquarters and we hope to reproduce it in the 
rest of the venues during this new period. During 
the day we have 15-minute space to perform 
stretching exercises, relaxation, eye refreshment, 
among others.

BENEFITS OF ACTIVE PAUSES

· It reduces stress.

• It favors the change of posture and routine.

• Releases joint and muscle stress.

• Stimulates and promotes circulation.

• Improve posture.

• Promotes the ability to concentrate.

• Reduces the risk of occupational disease.

• Improves job performance.
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Labor Games

We participated in the Santa Ana Labor Games, organized by the Santa Ana Sports Committee, in 
which several local companies participated.

Our staff competed against other companies in various disciplines in both 2017 and 2018, with the aim of 
promoting sport, a healthy lifestyle, improving performance and reducing stress.
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Types of accidents and accident frequency rates, occupational diseases, lost days, absenteeism
and number of deaths due to occupational accident or occupational disease
GRI 403-2

We have our matrix of risks and dangers and as of 2019, the control of accidents, rates, among others, begins, so it will be available for the next report next 
report.

Among the highest occupational risks that we have are:

• Stress on the road due to vehicle and traffic handling.
• Work at desk: Ergonomic bad postures.
• Tours to impact sites - Meetings outside offices:
• Exposure to non-ionizing radiation, burns, sunstroke.
• Lifting of suitcases, help clients, documents: Ergonomic (over efforts) Affections to the musculoskeletal structure due to overstress, load of suitcases, aid 

clients.
• Work at height: warehouses, building maintenance, gardening, washers, mechanics and those in charge of straightening and painting.
• Garden Maintenance: risk of cuts with the machines.

Training in the use of personal protective equipment and work 
at height to the various processes that need it

Index / Year Nov 2017-
Oct 2018

Nov 2018- 
Oct 2019

Nov 2019- 
Oct 2020

Number of accidents 
occurred

11 6 1

Lost days 179.00 86.00 3.00

Frequency 152.25 86.77 13.85

Gravity 2.48 1.24 0.04

Incidence 35.83 20.62 3.32

Average Duration 16.27 14.33 3.00

INDICATORS Nov 2019- Oct 2020

frequency index # of Accidents/ 
# of work hours *1,000,000

For 1,000,000 work hours, XX accidents happen

severity index days lost due to disability/ 
# of work hours X 1000

For each 1000 work hours, XX work days are lost

incidence rate # of accidents / 
# of workers*100

For each 100 persons exposed, XX accidents happen

average duration 
index

# Days of disability / 
# of accidents

For each accident that happened, in average XX 
work days are lost

As the table shows, the number of accidents that occurred from accidents has decreased 
in these three years, going from eleven cases to one case at the end of the period, the 
severity of the accident has also decreased like the rest of the indicators. Which shows 
a better management of accident rates in the company, from the detection of risks and 
their reduction.
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TRAINING AND TEACHING NUMBER OF TRAINING HOURS PER PERSON
GRI 404

An important element for our company is the training of our staff, with the aim of 
continuous improvement at the level of soft and hard skills. For this we have an annual 
training matrix and the needs of each collaborator are detected, in order to improve 
their personal and professional development.
The 2019 table is shown, since before this year, this indicator was not carried. They 
managed to provide 44.13 hours of training, covered 76.2 employees, which represented 
0.58 hours of training per person.

Motivated staff members are always more productive, creative, and committed 
to the vision of the organization for which they work. At Swiss Travel we work to 
maintain a highly motivated team of professionals to reach new levels of excellence 
in our services. Different activities and trainings have brought our staff closer together 
and helped them improve aspects such as teamwork, communication, and problem 
solving skills.

Tourist Security

The 2019 table is shown, since before this year, this indicator was 
not carried. They managed to provide 44.13 hours of training, 
covered 76.2 employees, which represented 0.58 hours of training 
per person.

CORPORATE Year 2019

Months Total Hours of 
Training 

Number of 
People Trained

% Hours of 
Training per 

person

January 0.00 0.00 0.00

February 2.00 17.00 0.12

March 8.00 7.00 1.14

April 5.00 18.00 0.28

May 37.00 117.50 0.31

June 89.50 194.00 0.46

July 78.50 158.00 0.50

August 27.50 41.50 0.66

September 41.00 73.00 0.56

October 241.00 288.00 0.84

November 0.00 0.00 0.00

December 0.00 0.00 0.00

AVERAGE 44.13 76.2 0.58
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FREEDOM OF ASSOCIATION AND 
COLLECTIVE BARGAINING - AWARENESS 
ACTIVITIES ON STAFF INVOLVEMENT
GRI 407

We have solidarity associations, which provide 
benefits to our collaborators such as:

• Loans as available in personal savings with 
the association.

• Christmas Savings.
• Access to product fairs for Christmas, Mother’s 

Day, among others, with financing from the 
association.

• Employment contribution of unemployment, 
administered by the association.

• In the event of employment termination, 
regardless of the reason for leaving, the 
employee takes all the savings made and the 
employer’s labor contribution.

Access to Housing

Through the Workers Association of the company,
Loans are available to employees in terms of 
interest, better than in the market, and in some 
cases they are encouraged to build their houses. 
As in this case, collaborator Jordy Alvarez from 
Guanacaste, through the fair of the health in 
Guanacaste, and the association of collaborators, 
he was able to opt for loans and now he has his 
house.

INVOLVEMENT OF COLLABORATORS 
IN REDUCING ENVIRONMENTAL AND 
SOCIAL IMPACTS

Sustainable Homes

Annually, we train, accompany our collaborators 
to join to the Sustainable Homes Blue Flag program, 
as we consider important, to carry out sustainable 
practices not only in the company, but extend it to 
the homes of employees, the real change starts at 
home.

During the year, water consumption, light, 
waste generation, fossil fuels are measured and 
incorporate environmental and social criteria for 
sustainable shopping. And its compared to its 
behavior of the previous year, in order to look for a 
reduction or efficient consumption.
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Green committee

In the company we have a work team in each facilitys, 
through which a strategy is planned to sensitize our
 stakeholders, mainly personnel, on various sustainability
 issues and to be aligned with the corporate strategic plan.

Performed activities

- Environmental Rally

The purpose of this activity is to teach and raise awareness among company staff about the 
environmental situation.
Through innovative, fun and creative ideas that arouse the interest and commitment of the collaborators 
is so that they contribute to the improvement of the environment and social development focused on 
the parameters of the Blue Flag, Climate Change and Wildlife.

• Rio Oro Cleanup

• Project of Arborization and beautification 
Aldea Arthur Gougth Pani, Santa Ana.

- Volunteering
2017

• Project Awareness Day of Water and Cleaning 
Sectors Surrounding Route 27
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2018 
• Cerros Santa Ana Recovery and Reforestation 

Program - Environmental Alliance

• Tárcoles Beach Recovery Program (Cleaning)

• Guacalillo Beach Recovery Program
In the company we have a work team per 
headquarters, through which a strategy is planned 
to sensitize our stakeholders, mainly personnel, 
on various sustainability issues and to be aligned 
with the corporate strategic plan.

77

Campaigns

• Fossil Fuel Consumption Awareness Campaign

• Special dates
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OUR COMMUNITY

Various mechanisms through which the 
collaborating company, clients have provided 
donations to feed populations at risk, due to 
climatic events or social factors. In order to 
promote community development and decrease 
in people without food.

1- Support to communities in environmental risk 
situations

Otto
Aid to families affected during Hurricane Otto, 
with donations of food and other basic supplies.

Nate
$2000 in food was donated to Hogarcito de 
Puntarenas through the support of wholesalers.

2019: Donation of food to affected homes in Barrio 
Cuba, due to a fire that affected the area.

Environmental projects of social impact

Dona tapa project
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2- - Program for the Promotion of Environmental and Quality Education

- Wildlife Conservation with the Pájara Pinta play –September 2017- Escuela Nuevo Horizonte, Guararí 
de Heredia in Alliance with the Pájara Pinta.

One of the schools that is part of the Interest groups is the Nuevo Horizonte School, located in Guararí de 
Heredia, a marginal urban area.

The Integrated Transportation Unit or Cielo Azul has developed social projects, among which they had 
the opportunity to provide transportation to the Pájara Pinta group for a tour of 26 educational centers. In 
exchange for transportation, the theater group gave a performance at this school.

The play is a reflection on the importance of the conservation of Flora and Fauna, especially extinct or 
endangered animal species, leaving as a moral the grave situation regarding the conservation of many 
species, if our actions are not changed. 500 children from the Nuevo Horizonte School were reached, and 
the rest of the schools that the group was able to visit thanks to the transportation provided.

- Blue Flag Talk in Educational Centers

Talks are given to schools to be part of the Blue Flag 
program in Educational Centers. The talk explains 
to students and teachers what the program is 
about and what actions are required to obtain the 
flag.
During 2017 it was held at the Colegio de Ticabán 
and in 2018 at the West College Educational Center, 
for a total of 49 trained students.

- Talk on Waste Management - Education 
Program

Part of the Environmental Education program, it 
sets up a talk to teach children the importance of 
reducing, rejecting, reusing, and recycling. This talk 
or workshop was held at the Liberia headquarters, 
covering a total of 18 children from 5 to 6 years old. 
They painted, they separated materials, among 
other activities.
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- Support in Educational Tours - Liceo de Puriscal

The company has the conviction to support 
education, especially at the local community. In 
this case, we support the Liceo de Puriscal which 
has a program international baccalaureate, 
through which promote teaching through the 
CAS system, which involves developing creativity 
(arts), activity (physical effort) and service (unpaid  
voluntary exchange) 16 to 19 year old students had 
to do a educational volunteering in National Park 
Marino Ballena. In total, 45 students were part of 
this initiative

- Support in Scientific Fairs. Nuevo Horizonte 
School - June 2017

By invitation of the Nuevo Horizonte School, staff of 
the Transportation Unit or Cielo Azul, participated 
as a Jury in the Scientific Fair of the school. A total 
of 45 students levels from students from preschool, 
integrated classroom and all levels, three students 
per project.

Participation in Vocational Fairs - San Francisco 
Puriscal School

Our Product Manager participated in the San 
Francisco School Vocational Fair, to explain to 
the children about the activities carried out by 
the company, in order for them to explore various 
disciplines in which they can later decide to 
perform. Several schools and colleges in the area 
participate; the talk was given to a total of 137 
students and their teachers.

- Visit to Our Facilities - National University 
Students, Perez Zeledón Headquarters, by 
request of one of our suppliers, Freer Marketing.

We received a group of intermediate level students 
from the Tourism degree from the National 
University of Perez Zeledón, since they contacted 
them to students could visit a tour operator, know 
how it works, how it operates and that this could 
give you a clearer picture of how tourism works. 

Whereby, they were lent one of the meeting rooms,
they were passed through all Swiss Travel 
departments, where the sales process was 
explained until delivery of the service and on 
behalf of Alex Freer at the beginning of the tour 
they were given a talk about how to introduce a 
tourist product to a tour operator. 

There were a total of 40 students and this is an 
evidence of our consent to
promote education in the country and openness or
support to our suppliers.

- Support for Beautifying green areas University 
of Costa Rica Liberia
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I Ibero-American Climate Youth Campus 
2019: We supported Costa Rican boys with 
the transport to participate in the Climantica 
2019.

The Climántica project is an initiative belonging to 
SEPA-interea, a research group in social pedagogy 
and education of the Faculty of Education of the 
University Santiago de Compostela Spain, directed 
since 2007 by Professor Francisco Soñora Luna 
in Galicia. It is made up of a network of Spanish 
teachers who, in jointly with educational centers 
inside and outside of Spain, they generate products 
and teaching methodologies and collaborative 
consortia on the issue of climate change.

The Climántica team coordinates its work on the 
collaborative platform www.climantica.org and is 
financed with support from the Spanish Ministry 
of Education and the European Union program 
ERASMUS + and the sponsorship of Unesco. In 
2019, Costa Rica was chosen as the headquarters 
and with the support of the NGO Mission 5 degrees, 
it works on climate change with adolescent 
members of the Youth Network for El Clima Santa 
Ana. This campus brought together 77 young 
people between 12 and 17 years old and 33 teachers 
from Mexico, Peru, Spain and Costa Rica, the latter 
country represented by 10 Santa Ana.

Among the topics addressed was to implement 
didactic strategies on scientific information on the 
causes, consequences and solutions to climate 
change. Discussion spaces to share actions that are 
being carried out in their countries, development of 
specific projects to express environmental problems 
with science and technology mechanisms. Produce 
materials to raise awareness about climate 
change in short films of mass diffusion within the 
framework of the ODS. Video links of the projects 
carried out by them are attached. This project 
ended in 2019, because CLIMANTICA chooses a 
different location or country each year. The activity 
was of national interest. national media coverage.
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- Community support through customer input

Bejuco School Beautification Project 2018

- The Guanacaste Incentives Department, 
organized a project for the beautification of green 
areas, gardening and repair of the playground at 
the Bejuco school in Cartagena.

This was possible thanks to the financial 
contribution of our distinguished clients of the 
Sigler group, during their Incentive program at 
the Westin Conchal Hotel, within their activities 
performed the man overboard game, in which 
each participant interested in playing contributed 
an economic donation that in the end was added 
to the funds raised.

- The money collected was delivered to our 
company to develop a project of community 
service and this is how this process, first our 
collaborators were invited from different Swiss 
Travel departments Guanacaste to participate in 
such a noble activity.

3- Promotion of Health and Wellbeing / Health 
Promotion

In September we carried out a medical mission 
in indigenous communities where the options for 
receiving health care are scarce, this as part of the 
follow-up to the projects that we had previously 
been doing in these communities. So we got in 
touch with the Anthropologist Marino Mendoza, 
who made the tramits for permits of the Ministry 
of Health for the entry of medicines and locate the 
communities most in need, contact people and 
places where he was going to carry out medical 
care, piñatas and clothing were donated.
In conjunction with Sixt Rent a Car logistics was 
coordinated, they provided transportation and 
volunteers, and another company provided school 
supplies, the medicines were provided by the 
doctor through the Christian organization to which 
he belongs.  300 people were benefited, adults and
children of all communities.
In the end these three projects resulted in a 
chain that achieved benefit these indigenous 
communities in health matters, involve the client 
and strengthen the ties of relationship with our 
communities.

- Christmas parties or activities to benefit
children at social risk - what benefits them in 
their
well-being, as it brings them out in context in the
who live

Activities for well-being and health at destinations 
and communities. At the end of each year, a large 
project is carried out that benefits
children at social risk, as a gift to our
clients, that is, instead of sending them royalties for
middle of the marketing department is done
an activity for social benefit. All these
activities are communicated to clients as part
of social responsibility at the community level, to
our staff participates in carrying them out,
local communities and others.

- Talamanca Indigenous Children Christmas 
Party - Bribrí- Sixaola - Community of Ciudad 
Colón and Santa Ana 2017.

By request of the Parish of Piedades de Santa Ana, 
who provided them with lodging, food, the party 
and toys, Swiss provided transportation. Total 205 
people, 153 children and 52 adults. The children of 
these areas.
Bribri: 44 kids y 12 companions.
Cabecar: 41 kids y 22 companions.
Nobe: 49 kids y 1 companions.
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“An Unforgettable Journey” 2016

Transportation was coordinated for 120 children 
from schools in Talamanca, Guápiles, Pocosí, 
Turrialba, Frailes, San Marcos de Tarrazú, Los 
Guidos, Sagrada Familia, Barrio México and 
Alajuela, with limited resources, to take them to 
the Juan Santa María airport to carry out a about 
flight through Costa Rica, an activity organized 
by Copa Airlines. The children chosen were the 
best averages in their schools, as an incentive 
mechanism for their performance.

Support for Telethon 2018 and 2019 - Transport 
sponsors

National Mechanism through which funds 
are collected to be invested in the needs of the 
Children’s Hospital of Costa Rica.

- Sponsors of the Santañena Classic, organized 
by the Santa Ana Sports Committee. With $ 500 
each year.
- Transportation for the Limón Soccer Team. 
transfer from Limón to Puntarenas for a match. 4- Support of small and medium entrepreneurs / 

Socioeconomic Promotion

El Gustico Guanacasteco Fair, years 2017 - 2019

With the support of institutions such as INA, MEIC, 
PIMA, MCJ, MAC, PUBLIC UNIVERSITIES and 
sponsorship of ICT, Swiss Travel, as a member 
of Caturgua, was part of the organization of the 
first Gustico Guanacasteco Gastronomic Festival, 
where Costa Rican entrepreneurs were able to 
exhibit and sell their products, which were shown 
to visiting clients of the area, as part of their visiting 
experience, sharing their culture and gastronomy 
with the community.
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- Provision and Access to services

We check that it does not affect the provision of services in the surrounding communities. Through the 
inspections we carry out
In case of having any affectation you can contact us.
We have all patent land use permits, wastewater treatment certificate showing that we do not affect 
access to basic services in the communities where we operate

Fundación Cuencas de Limón (FCL) is a non-profit environmental organization legally established in 
1996. Its main goal is to protect the forests of the upper basins on the Caribbean coast of Costa Rica and 
guarantee quality water for current and future generations. The company provides donations through 
groups, they are included in the program and they are donated $ 25 per pax, from the groups that wish to 
support the project. With them, the current project to consolidate the Chirripó-Caribe Biological Corridor 
has been developed, which seeks to unite Cerro Chirripó, the highest mountain in Costa Rica, with the 
Caribbean Coast.

There are only 7 km left within the Banano and Bananito River Basins to achieve this task, an area 
whose protection in turn is of vital socio-economic importance for the Province of Limón since drinking 
water is captured from these forests and rivers for more than 80,000 people. The consolidation of the 
corridor is sought through a variety of activities: ensuring the protection of missing land, regeneration of 
previously impacted areas, establishing an inventory and monitoring of species in the area, establishing a 
surveillance system to reduce logging and illegal hunting and environmental education for children and 
adults. During the memory period we have been able to deliver $ 1175

At the end of 2018, they have managed to complete the study of land tenure for the route of the Bananito 
River basin, which is the area with the greatest human impact within the corridor. In order to reduce 
this impact, this last year we have carried out trainings with the owners of the farms in order to promote 
alternative economies more compatible with conservation. In this sense we are promoting the sowing of 
cocoa with forest cover and the application of permaculture principles within the farms.
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-Infrastructure Development Program and 
Communal Beautification Spaces

Parque Vargas Community Project and 
Manzanillo Wildlife Refuge - Request and 
Coordination with the Municipality of Limón and 
administration of the Sinac Manzanillo Wildlife 
Refuge.

Investment : $27300

Start: August 2017

Completion: April 2018

Beneficiaries:  386,862 residents of the Limón 
Centro community and some 240,000 tourists 
during the cruise season. (2007 census and the 
nation October 11, 2017).

Collaborated:

• UCR students as volunteers to plant native plants 
and trees.

• Municipality: personnel, machinery equipment, 
guards, care of plants and other elements.

• Community: you have made the most of the new 
space.

• Administration of the Gandoca Manzanillo 
Wildlife Refuge.

Benefited areas:
Vargas Park and Manzanillo National Park are 
two important points at the Limón level. beautify 
a sector of Parque Vargas that lent itself during 
the nights for drug addiction and criminal acts, 
in addition to the Gandoca Manzanillo Wildlife 
Refuge, he presented concern about the hammock 
bridge that connects to the park, in which the local 
Park Ranger I had indicated it was in very bad 
shape.

- Manzanillo Bridge Project:

Bridge support, cables and boards that were in very 
bad shape. Placement of rubbish bins for ordinary 
and recyclable waste, capacity sign for the bridge 
and to make visitors aware of not leaving waste in 
the park.

- Parque Vargas Project: It consists of three 
sectors.

Sector 1: area of tables, signs and letters of Limón: a 
first sector to place tables, so that the community, 
mainly workers, can have a place to have lunch or 
share, there was no area in the park where to carry 
out this activity and it was something that people 
were usually seen eating on the ground.

In addition to this, this first sector would function 
as an invitation to know Limón, by placing letters 
that highlight the name of the province and some 
informative signs, one in the shape of a locomotive 
that indicates how Limón arises and consolidates as 
a province, products helped to will be consolidated, 
important characters that is important history of 
the town. 

Later two other signs, one of the park itself that 
highlights historical cultural structures that are 
in the park, but of which no interpretation was 
provided that would make a visit to the park an 
option for cultural learning about lemon. The last 
sign refers to the tourist beauties and buildings 
declared cultural heritage of Limón, inviting the 
tourist or visitor to know beyond the Limón Park 
and generate local development.

Sector 2: Recovery of the park’s landscape area, 
recovery of flora and fauna by planting endemic 
trees and plants that help to strengthen the 
biodiversity of the place, with chairs for the 
recreation and relaxation of the community. The 
last or third part of the work area was used to 
promote sport in the community, placing exercise 
machines, one of them for people with disabilities.

Sector 3:  Sports Promotion Area: three exercise 
machines were placed, one of them adapted for 
people with disabilities.
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OUR CLIENTS
GRI 406: Non-discrimination accessible tourism
GRI 414: Social evaluation of suppliers
GRI 418: Customer privacy
GRI 410: Security practices

We have protocols for external emergency 
care and general civil liability policies 
No. 0201RCG000227400 and umbrella 
0201RCU000033900 with the National Insurance 
Institute, all currently in force.

Quality

We ensure our quality through the company’s 
internal management system, based on the 
continuous improvement approach, for which we 
carry out internal audits.

During 2018, we prepared our auditors and carried 
out an internal audit focused on the Certificate of 
Sustainability 2.0 from the Costa Rican Tourism 
Institute, which we achieved the highest level in 
2020.

We have Service Delivery departments which 
provide 24-hour support to customers during their 
stay in the country, a concierge and customer 
service department to give support to customers 
after leaving the country, if required.

Veracity of the information
In Swiss Travel

For Swiss Travel, compliance with the service and 
quality of all the tourist attractions we offer is 
very important, for which we guarantee that the 
content of the promotional material and our offers 
meet the standards offered.

Promotion of National Tourism

We are members of the Costa Rican Tourism 
Institute Program Vamos a Turistear, through 
which we have tours for the enjoyment of national 
tourism.
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Be Envolved - Customer Engagement

Offer provided to clients for Community 
Development

• School painting

• Bicycle assembling

• Cinema sharing day

• Playground assemble

• Gardening

• Book & toy shelves assembling
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Cristal Donation - donation of school supplies 
for indigenous areas and Guápiles girls, through 
client support. Years 2017 to 2019

One of our wholesalers has a program called You 
Care We Care, through which they help children 
at social risk, so they contact us annually to detect 
needs and provide money to collaborate with 
these causes. 

During 2017 they donated $ 3000, which was used 
to buy school supplies, boots, capes, uniforms, beds 
and others, for the Jak Tain School in Grano de Oro 
de Turrialba (Cabecar indigenous community), 
School of Surecka Talamanca ( Nobe indigenous 
community, Sixaola) and 5 girls from Guápiles, 
with limited resources. This is one of the ways the 
customer gets involved. 
Covering a total of 60 children.

Client volunteers for community benefit

• Volunteering to plant trees and release turtles 
for the benefit of the communities of Guacalillo 
and Tortuguero. Reduces climate change and 
generates protection and awareness of wildlife

• Home Sowing.
• Volunteering School of Mojoncito, Esparza

•  Staff and Clients Volunteering - Bejuco Tempate 
Guanacaste School -2018- Beautification of 
green areas School.

• Visit Arthur Gougth Villages

• Visit to Escuela Brasil de Mora
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“Traveling is a way of
Outdoor education is a means 
of expanding our vision and 
knowledge of the world.”
Hsing-Yun
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EDUCATION AND AWARENESS

Tips to become a sustainable traveler

Swiss Travel is a socially and environmentally responsible company, certified by the Costa Rican Tourism Board through the Sustainable Tourism Certificate. 
We would like to invite you through the following tips, to become a responsible traveler while in Costa Rica.

· Participate in the local culture of Costa Rica and its traditions. Learn about and respect the Costa Rican lifestyle, customs and laws.

· Save water during your trip, good examples are:  tell the hotel staff that you do not need to change your sheets every day, take short showers and turn off 
the water when brushing your teeth.

· Save energy: turn off all lights and appliances, and turn down the heat or air conditioning, when you leave your room.

· When taking a tour or doing activities within the protected areas, follow all the recommendations made by your tour guide and / or staff
of the area. These are intended to protect you and the environment.

· Whenever possible,  buy local products. This contributes to the communities you visit.

· Avoid buying items made from endangered animal parts such as  shells, feathers, bones, and woods.

· Use products that respect the environment, , those whose contents or containers are biodegradable, reusable or at least recyclable and preferably without 
excessive packaging.

· Do not feed wild animals.  This food can harm animals, make them dependent on unnatural food sources and, over time,
alter their natural role within the ecosystem.

· In case you need to dispose of any items, find the  appropriate container  or ask your tour guide about the best way to do it.

· Swiss Travel signed the Code of Conduct  against commercial sexual exploitation of minors. If you see or suspect activities of this type or use of illegal 
substances, please inform our collaborators or local authorities.
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Behavior Tips in Indigenous and Vulnerable Communities

We share this information with you since within your itinerary you will have the opportunity to visit an 
indigenous community or with very characteristic cultural or social features that must be taken care of. 
This in order that you enjoy the experience to the fullest and the community can also enjoy your visit.

1- RRespect their way of being: they usually have their own dialect, way of conducting themselves, 
expressing themselves, working, dressing, food, sometimes even their own government. Enjoy knowing 
them, learning from them, but respect them.

2- Intellectual property: they usually have very own and striking cultural manifestations, masks, dances, 
games, art, and others. They are aspects of their culture with a meaning deeply rooted in their identity. If 
they offer the option of acquiring a product made by them, buy it, support them, consult its meaning, but 
do not try to reproduce it. They are cultural aspects that belong to them.

3- Enjoy knowing the other: they are cultures very different from your own, unique, enjoy knowing 
them, but let’s discriminate.

4- - If you have any questions: consult your guide, any questions you have about any cultural or 
experiential aspect of the community visited.

5- Let’s take our waste: : try not to take disposable items, or generate a lot of waste in these communities, 
sometimes they have a poor waste collection system and if we leave them our waste we increase the 
problem. Better take the waste with you and deposit it in the correct containers in our transport units or 
in the next hotel you visit. We both have a government-endorsed waste treatment system.

Wait for our newsletters with news of your interest.
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OUR PROVIDERS
GRI 308-1 :  Environmental Assessment 
GRI 414-1 GRI 413-2 Social assessment of suppliers

New suppliers that have passed evaluation 
and selection filters in accordance with 
environmental and social criteria

Selection process

Tourism

The Negotiation and Contracting procedure 
establishes the steps to be taken for the negotiation 
and contracting of new suppliers, as well as the 
renegotiation of rates with existing suppliers. This 
procedure ensures that suppliers comply with and 
commit to compliance with all legal, economic, 
cultural, social and environmental provisions.

FPDSC001 Supplier Contracting Requirements 
Form.

 This format consists of a series of requirements 
(legal, permits, patents, policies, etc.) which 
suppliers must keep up to date in order to establish 
business relationships with us and once they meet 
these requirements and are already our suppliers, 
they must keep them updated. Among these 
requirements that are requested from suppliers are 
sustainability documents, for example: The tourist 
declaration and certification of the CST. There are 
requirements by type of provider.

FPDSC007 Supplier Contract Format The supplier 
contract is a legal agreement of both parties, in 
which rates are negotiated annually with new and 
existing suppliers. The supplier contract informs our 
business partners about our sustainability policy 
and they commit to comply with the sustainable 
tourism laws in Costa Rica. There are contracts by 
type of provider.

Tourism Sustainability Guidelines
As a result of the inclusion of Tourism 
Sustainability as a transversal axis within the 
administrative management of the company 
and based on our Sustainability policy, general 
guidelines have been identified and established 
that should be included as work axes in each of 
the Processes, which guarantees that Tourism 
Sustainability is present in the different 
activities carried out within the company. 
Which are shown below:

Suppliers and Supplies
Contracts with clients and suppliers are 
established through a negotiation process 
between the parties involved, reaching a 
collaborative and balanced consensus where 
the acceptances of all its clauses are consensual 
and of mutual benefit to the parties involved. 
Special attention will be given to meeting 
the requirements of quality in service and 
safety, good sustainable practices, laws and 
regulations, food safety, respect for people and 
institutions and the integrity of its operation.

As far as possible, it will be priority to those 
providers hold an operation with sustainable 
approach or with guidelines similar 
to those of Swiss Travel; otherwise, 
the corporation will try to the extent 
of It is possible to develop 
suppliers so that they include 
sustainable practices and quality 
of service (if required), in order to 

expand the multiplicative effect of 
incorporation of sustainability and they 
can participate effectively in the provision 
of services, this includes the promotion 
of Community Rural Tourism. Therefore, 
within its quality requirements, it asks 
its tourist and non-tourist suppliers, 
social and environmental standards, as 
criteria to evaluate.
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Swiss Travel from its inception has been 
committed to the development of sustainable 
tourism, therefore as part of the monitoring 
of the sustainability policy. This purchasing 
manual has been established in order to 
establish the guidelines and tools for an 
efficient management of the organization 
at the sustainable purchasing level, thus 
strengthening its capacities and skills, 
through an efficient selection of its suppliers 
and products, having repercussions directly 
in the economic, social and environmental 
success of the company, community and 
destination.

Implementation strategy
• Senior management commitment
• Purchase policy
• Definition of purchasing objectives
• Product classification by family
• Supplier selection guidelines
• Purchasing process
• Training - Communication
• Monitoring and follow-up

Green shopping: aims to reduce consumption 
by reviewing the need for some purchases; 
use products with lower energy and resource 
consumption, causing less or no pollution; 
and minimize the environmental impact of 
the product or service consumed.

Ethical purchasing: takes into account and 
respects working conditions, minimum wages 
and workers’ rights.

Social purchasing: it promotes social 
economy companies, such as cooperatives, 
and local consumption. In addition, and 
like ethical purchasing, it incorporates the 
principles of maintaining working conditions 
that allow equal opportunities and the 
promotion of quality employment.
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We check that it does not affect the provision 
of services in the surrounding communities. 
Through the inspections we carry out

- Promotion of local development

Of the tourism providers that we have registered, 
62% are national or national capital and 38% 
international capital, so our operation is greatly 
contributing to the development and continuity of 
large, medium and small national companies.

GRAPH 22. COMPARISON IN PERCENTAGE 
OF SUPPLIERS OF NATIONAL CAPITAL VRS 
FOREIGN CAPITAL USED BY THE COMPANY 
DURING THE YEARS 2017 - 2019
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GRAPH 23. COMPARISON OF SUPPLIERS OF 
NATIONAL CAPITAL USED BY THE COMPANY 
DURING THE YEARS 2017 - 2019
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GRAPH 24. COMPARISON OF PROVIDERS OF 
FOREIGN NATIONAL CAPITAL USED BY THE 
COMPANY DURING THE YEARS 2017 - 2019
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As shown in Graph 19, of that 69% of 
national capital, 31% corresponds to 
transport providers, followed by 15% of 
providers between hotel tour operators 
in the Arenal area, 9% Monteverde and 
the Caribbean Coast ( graph 20). While in 
graph 21 we observe that the areas with 
the largest foreign capital are the beaches 
of Guanacaste and Manuel Antonio.

Together, both types of capital help those 
that tourism has the level TOURISM 
INDUSTRY CONTRIBUTES 6.3% OF GDP 
TO THE COSTA RICA ECONOMY in 2016 
the tourism sector generated 211,000 direct 
jobs, that is, 8.8% of the employment in the 
country and the social progress index is 
higher in places where tourism is developed 
versus those that are not according to ICT 
(https: //www.ict.go.cr/es/documentos-
institucionales/estad%C3%ADsticas /cifras-
tur%C3%ADsticas/ips/1005-ips-2019/f ile.
html)

The Social Progress Index is the first 
comprehensive model to measure human 
development that does not include Gross 
Domestic Product (GDP) or other economic 
variables, but complements them. In its 
design, the IPS is governed by four basic 
principles: it only considers social and 
environmental indicators; indicators of 
results and not of efforts; indicators relevant 
to the context; and indicators that may be 
the objective of public policies or social 
interventions.
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GRAPH 25. NUMBER OF SALES GENERATED TO VRS SUPPLIERS NUMBER OF THOSE SALES 
MADE TO NATIONAL SUPPLIERS

As we can see in table and graph 22, the 
company contributed during these three 
years with 40 million dollars in national 
tourism ventures with an increase of 
16.22% in the period versus 24 million in 
tourism businesses with national capital, 
widely contributing to the increase in 
index of social progress of the country, by 
having income for the development of the 
communities.

Total sales to suppliers Income generated for 
national suppliers

Year Total
sales to

suppliers  

Income
generated for sup-

pliers
national

Difference Percentage  Income
generated 
for foreign 
suppliers

2017 $19,707,114.62 $12,218,411.06 ---- ---- $7,488,703.56

2018 $22,206,066.24 $13,767,761.07 $1,549,350.00 13% $8,438,305.17

2019 $22,904,224.70 $14,200,619.31 $432,858.25 3% $8,703,605.39

Difference
$64,817,405.56 $40,186,791.45 $1,982,208.25 16.22% $24,630,614.11
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Tours Social Equity and gender approach

We believe that tourism can be an important 
development agent for local communities as long 
as it is well managed. Thus, we have been part of 
different support programs for small entrepreneurs 
with: training, consulting in different areas, 
financial support and others. Some of them are as 
follows

Our product process has a product research and 
development area. The Procedure establishes that 
the organization promotes goods and services 
at the local and national level, maintaining 
a commercial relationship with entities that 
promote social equity and a gender approach and 
the history and culture of the area.

Marcela Bakery

Always with the conviction that we are agents 
of sustainable development and that in our 
communities we find cultural values worth 
sharing with the world, we incorporated Doña 
Sabina del Socorro Camacho Núñez, owner of 
Panadería y Cafetería Marcela, in one of our tours 
(Sensoria Land of Senses). The bakery is in the town 
of Dos Ríos de Upala. There our clients enjoy and 
share a drizzled coffee and bread made by Doña 
Sabina. Gender focus, entrepreneurial woman. 
During 2017-2018, we managed to generate $ 4110, 
according to our system’s sales report.

Doña Felina Tour

Communities of Nicoya, Costa Rica is one of the 
5 places in the world considered a blue zone, 
meaning that due to the living conditions, people 
tend to be very long-lived. In December 2016 we 
began an expedition to publicize and generate 
social development in this area, so we included in 
the offer a visit to the house of Doña Felina, in Flor 
de Nicoya, where customers drink coffee, share 
with her and delight sandwiches in the area, it 
has been logistically supporting it and we have 
promoted gender development with it.

San Francisco de Asis Integral Farm

This tour was carried out with Maro Marketing 
Finca in Copey de Dota in which clients are 
offered various socio-productive activities such as: 
medicinal plants, agriculture, compost, among 
others and it is a certified farm. It is a farm with a 
blue flag at the agricultural sector level and they 
are Farm in Transition to Organic (we are in the 
third and last year of the transition with the State 
Phytosanitary Service of the MAG)

Located in Copey de Dota, this farm is very 
complete, the main focus is to publicize sustainable 

practices, provide contact with animals such as 
goats, cows, sheep, geese, chickens and have the 
experience of milking and feeding the animals.

The farm has:
• Dairy and cheese making
• Biodigester
• Goats
• Sheep
• Geese
• Hens on pasture
• Ana variety apple orchard
• Hass avocado orchard
• Anona
• Granadilla
• Blackberry wine and blackberry brasso
• Naranjilla
• Arracache
• Organic garden

Compost

Workshop on Bio-ferments based on mountain 
microorganisms, medicinal plants and other inputs 
from the farm
• Primary and secondary forest
• Collection of Creole seeds
• Garden of medicinal and aromatic plants
• Biological control of pests and diseases

They offer different tours, as they have so much 
product and different topics on the same farm, it 
can be done from a talk more focused on organic 
fertilizers in which they are experts and for example 
they handle a fairly modern and direct information 
method: all The plants, as in the Bio-ferment 
workshop, everything is marked and indicated with 
their name and with QR codes, so the dynamic is 
that with your cell phone you read the code and 
direct it to their page where the name of the plant 
comes. the benefits and certain recipes that can be 
prepared with the plant, as with organic fertilizers, 
the recipe is obtained and what they work for.
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Chieton Moren:

Costa Rican indigenous crafts

Chietón Morén is an association of indigenous 
artisans, non-profit, whose purpose is to offer 
in a museum store that is located near the 
national museum, information about the living 
indigenous ethnic groups of the country offering 
crafts of the indigenous people, without any kind 
of intermediation. Profit is left to the indigenous 
artisan. The means for indigenous territories to get 
involved are:

Each community establishes a commission of 
artisans from Chietón Morén with only two 
specific tasks:

Summon openly and publicly all the artisans of 
the community for the integration of the Chietón 
Morén Committee

Certify that the products that will be exhibited in 
Chietón Morén:

They respond to the tradition of their culture

They belong to indigenous artisans from their 
communities

They are not resale products

Once a month, Chietón Morén makes an inventory 
of sales, sends a report via email, or text message, 
to each community, and pays directly to each 
person, in their personal bank accounts.There is 
the commitment of the CEDI (Center Dominico de 
Investigaciones) to supervise and audit Chietón 
Morén to ensure its transparent administration 
Mechanism for the participation of indigenous 
territories in the store. Swiss Travel has supported 
them since 2016, with various donations first 
to move from the premises to which they are 
currently, later involving workshops or visits, within 
a client package or within the city tour, in addition 
to buying handicrafts for groups. Evidence of 

purchases, donations, visits on our part is shown, 
which show a permanent relationship. It is an 
entity that promotes social and gender equity, 
evidence of this is that it was awarded by Banco 
Popular as Association of Good Practices of the 
Social Solidarity Economy 2017.

We have supported him with visits from our clients 
and in supports for specific projects with around $ 
1622 during the period of the report.

Extranet

The Swiss Travel Extranet is the Official door for 
your products to be visible and updated on our 
Online Tariff. If you still do not have access, request 
your password and do not miss the opportunity to 
sell your product. If you already have it, make sure 
you keep it up to date!

If you require information about its use, you 
can contact Lincy Calderon lincy.calderon@
swisstravelcr.com

Suppliers and Relationship Training
Tradeshow

2017- 2018

Support for social responsibility development. 
Suppliers Sustainability Training.

GRI 308-2 Negative environmental impacts in the 
supply chain and measures taken
Number of suppliers with whom they stopped 
working due to environmental issues.
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Code of Conduct Against Sexual and Commercial 
Exploitation of Minors

Swiss Travel signed the Code of Conduct against 
Sexual and Commercial Exploitation of Minors.

We condemn and sanction any exploitative 
conduct, in any of its forms, especially the sexual 
and commercial exploitation of girls, boys and 
adolescents, associated with travel and tourism.

We have zero tolerance for sexual and commercial 
exploitation of children and adolescents in 
travel and tourism activities. In Costa Rica, 
sexual harassment, child prostitution, and the 
consumption of illegal substances are crimes 
punishable by law. Therefore, the company, 
through senior management, signed the Code of 
Conduct to contribute to the fight against sexual 
and commercial exploitation of minors and 
therefore is against these practices, so it will not 
promote and account with a complaint protocol 
for these cases.

With this, the management and the company in 
general undertakes to reaffirm and keep all our 
collaborators trained, emphasize to all our clients 
and suppliers the mandatory compliance with our 
national legislation, especially that they refer to 
Law No. 7899 and Law No. 8590.

Swiss Travel declares the commitment to combat 
and report any indication of sexual and commercial 
exploitation of children and adolescents in travel 
and tourism activities.

Under no circumstances will ESCNNA be promoted 
in written or electronic media.

We extend this commitment to clients, staff and 
suppliers, through Labeling on mobiles, websites, 
contracts with suppliers, brochures and others. 
During 2017 and 2018 we were able to train 47% of 
the staff and we filed a complaint with PANI.

We made 1 complaint to the PANI and OIJ.

Staff can review MAGSSC007 -V1. Internal Protocol 
Code of Conduct Against Sexual and Commercial 
Exploitation of Minors

If you see, or suspect any activity of this type, or 
use of illegal substances, please report it to our 
collaborators or local authorities. 911

Disclosure Media
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Annex 1
Investments of the Period

Annex 2
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Used Oil Delivery Certificate, April 26, 2018 Air and Oil Filters
Delivery Certificate for Air Filters and Oil Filters, September 10, 2018
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Veracity of the information
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GRI content index

GRI Standard Standar 
Number

Content Item Page

GRI 102: 
GENERAL 

CONTENTS
2016

Organization 
profile

GRI 102-1 Organization name’s Our company 10

GRI 102-2 Activities, brands, products and services Our company 12

GRI 102-3 Headquarters location Our company 13

GRI 102-4 Location of operations Our company 13

GRI 102-5 Property and legal form Our company 12

GRI 102-6 Markets served Our company 14

GRI 102-7 Organization size Our company 10 o 11

GRI 102-8 Information about employees and other workers Personal 65

GRI 102-9 Supply chain Our company 14

GRI 102-10 Significant changes in the organization and its supply chain Our company 15

GRI 102-11 Precautionary principle or approach Our company 15

GRI 102-12 External initiatives Our company 16

GRI 102-13 Membership of associations Our company 16

 Strategy GRI 102-14 Statement from senior executives responsible for decision-making Generalities 7

GRI 102-15 Main impacts, risks and opportunities Generalities 7

GRI 102-16 Values, principles, standards and norms of conduct Our company 17

 Governance GRI 102-18 Governance structure Our company 20

Participation of 
Stakeholders

GRI 102-40 List of stakeholders Vision 22 a 24

GRI 102-41 Collective bargaining agreements Vision 22 a 24

GRI 102-42 Identification and selection of stakeholders Vision 22 a 24

GRI 102-43 Approach to stakeholder participation Vision 22 a 24

GRI 102-44 Key issues and concerns mentioned Vision 22 a 24

Reporting 
practices

GRI 102-45 Entities included in the consolidated financial statements Generalities 5

GRI 102-46 Definition of the contents of the reports and Coverage of the topic Vision 25 a 26

GRI 102-47 List of material topics Vision 25 a 26

GRI 102-48 Restatement of information Vision 25 a 26

GRI 102-49 Changes in reporting Vision 25 a 26
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GRI 103 
MANAGE-

MENT 
APPROACH

2016

Management 
Approach

GRI 103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary Vision 28 a 32, 
36

GRI 103-2 The management approach and its components Vision 28 a 32, 
36

GRI 103-3 Management approach evaluation Vision 28 a 32, 
36

GRI Standard Standar 
Number

Content Item Page Omisión

GRI 102: 
GENERAL 

CONTENTS
2016

Reporting 
practices

GRI 102-50 Period covered by the report Generalities 5

GRI 102-51 Date of the last report Generalities 5

GRI 102-52 Reporting cycle Generalities 5

GRI 102-53 Contact point for questions about the report Generalities 5

GRI 102-54 Declaration of preparation of the report in accordance 
with GRI standards 

Generalities 5 is a report with 
reference to GRI

GRI 102-55 GRI content index Annexes 106

GRI 102-56 External verification ---- ---- it was not done
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GRI Standard Standar 
Number

Content Item Page Omisión

Economic GRI 201- 
Economic 

Performance

GRI 201-1 Direct economic value generated and distributed Economic 34

GRI 201-2 Financial implications of climate change --- --- has not 
developed

GRI 201-3 Obligations of the defined benefit plan and other 
retirement plans

--- --- has not 
developed

GRI 201-4 Financial assistance received from the government --- --- does not apply

GRI 202
Presence in the 

market

GRI 202-1 Ratio of standard entry-level salary by sex versus
at the local minimum wage 

Economic 34

GRI 202-2 Proportion of senior executives hired
from the local community 

Our company 20

GRI 203
Indirect 

Economic 
Impacts

GRI 203-1 Investments in infrastructure and supported services Economic 34

GRI 203-2 Significant indirect economic impacts Economic 34

GRI 204
Practices

acquisition 

GRI 204-1 Proportion of spending on local suppliers Economic 34

GRI 205
Anti-corruption

GRI 205-1 Operations evaluated for risks related to corruption has not 
developed

GRI 205-2 Communication and policy training
and anti-corruption procedures 

has not 
developed

GRI 205-3 Confirmed Corruption Cases and Actions Taken no cases

GRI 206
Unfair 

competition

GRI 206-1 Legal actions related to unfair competition and mo-
nopolistic practices and against free competition

does not apply
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GRI Standard Standar 
Number

Content Item Page Omisión

Enviroment GRI 301 
Materials

GRI 301-1 Materials used by weight or volume does not apply

GRI 301-2 Recycled supplies

GRI 301-3 Reused products and packaging materials

GRI 302 
Energy

GRI 302-1 Energy consumption within the organization Environment 39 a 46

GRI 302-2 Energy consumption outside the organization Environment --- has not 
developed

GRI 302-3 Energy intensity Environment 39 a 46

GRI 302-4 Reduction of energy consumption Environment 39 a 46

GRI 302-5 Reduction of the energy requirements of products
and services 

Environment 39 a 46

GRI 303
Water

GRI 303-1 Water extraction by source Environment 47 a 49

GRI 303-2 Water sources significantly affected by water 
withdrawal

Environment 47 a 49

GRI 303-3 Recycled and reused water Environment 47 a 49

GRI 304
Biodiversity

GRI 304-1 Operations centers owned, leased or managed
located within or next to protected areas or large areas

value for biodiversity outside protected areas 

Environment 59

GRI 304-2 Significant impacts of activities, products and services
in biodiversity 

Environment 59 a 60

GRI 304-3 Protected or restored habitats Environment 61 a 63

GRI 304-4 Species that appear on the IUCN Red List and on lists
national conservation areas whose habitats are in 

areas affected by operations 

Environment 61 a 63

GRI 305
Emissions

GRI 305-1 Direct GHG emissions (scope 1) Environment 36 a 38

GRI 305-2 Indirect GHG emissions when generating energy 
(scope 2)

Environment 36 a 38

GRI 305-3 Other indirect GHG emissions (scope 3) Environment 36 a 38

GRI 305-4 Intensity of GHG emissions Environment 36 a 38

GRI 305-5 Reduction of GHG emissions Environment 38

GRI 305-6 Emissions of substances that deplete the ozone layer 
(ODS)

Environment 36 a 38

GRI 305-7 Nitrogen oxides (NOX), sulfur oxides (SOX) and others
significant air emissions 

Environment 36 a 38
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Environment GRI 306
Effluents and 

Waste

GRI 306-1 Water discharge according to its quality and 
destination

Environment 51 a 52

GRI 306-2 Waste by type and disposal method Environment 53 a 57

GRI 306-3 Significant Spills-DIESEL Environment 53

GRI 306-4 Hazardous waste transportation-DIESEL Environment 53

GRI 306-5 Bodies of water affected by water spills
and / or runoff 

Environment 53

GRI 307: 
Environmental 

Compliance

GRI 307-1 Non-compliance with environmental legislation and 
regulations

Environment 63

GRI 308 
Environmental 

Assessment

GRI 308-1 New providers that have passed evaluation filters
and selection according to environmental criteria 

Environment 95

GRI 308-2 Negative environmental impacts in the supply chain
and measures taken 

Environment 95
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GRI Standard Standar 
Number

Content Item Page Omisión

Social GRI 401
Employment

GRI 401-1 New employee hires and staff turnover Personal 66 a 67

GRI 401-2 Benefits for full-time employees who are not
give part-time or temporary employees 

Personal 68

GRI 401-3 Parental leave --- --- does not apply

GRI 402
Company 

worker 
relations

GRI 402-1 Minimum notice periods for operational changes --- --- has not 
developed

GRI 403 
Health and 

safety at work

GRI 403-1 Representation of workers in formal committees
worker-health and safety company 

Personal 69 a 72

GRI 403-2 Types of accidents and accident frequency rates,
occupational diseases, lost days, absenteeism

and number of deaths due to occupational accident or 
illness professional

Personal 73

GRI 403-3 Workers with high incidence or high risk of diseases 
related to their activity

--- --- It has not been 
developed, it is 

in process

GRI 403-4 Health and safety topics covered in agreements
formal with unions 

--- --- does not apply 
there is no union

GRI 404
Training and 

education

GRI 404-1 Average hours of training per year per employee Personal 74

GRI 404-2 Programs to improve employee skills
and transition assistance programs 

--- --- has not 
developed

GRI 404-3 Percentage of employees receiving periodic evalua-
tions performance and professional development 

--- --- has not 
developed

GRI 405 
Diversity 

and Equal 
Opportunities

GRI 405-1 Ratio of base salary and remuneration of women
in front of men 

Economic 34

GRI 406 Non-
discrimination

GRI 406-1 Content 406-1 Cases of discrimination and corrective 
actions taken

--- --- has not 
developed

GRI 407 
Freedom of 
association 

and collective 
bargaining

GRI 407-1 Operations and suppliers whose right to freedom
association and collective bargaining could be at risk 

Personal 75

GRI 408 
Child labor

GRI 408-1 Operations and suppliers with significant risk of cases
of child labor 

Providers 92 a 101
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GRI Standard Standar 
Number

Content Item Page Omisión

Social GRI 409
Forced or 

compulsory labor

GRI 409-1 Operations and suppliers with significant risk of cases of 
forced or compulsory labor

--- --- No indicator has 
been developed

GRI 410 
Security practices

GRI 410-1 Security personnel trained in policies or procedures
of human rights 

Customers 88 a 92

GRI 411 
Rights of 

indigenous peoples

GRI 411-1 Cases of violations of the rights of indigenous peoples --- --- No complaints, 
indicator should 

be developed

GRI 412 
Assessment

human rights

GRI 412-1 Operations subject to reviews or impact assessments
on human rights 

--- --- Has not developed

GRI 412-2 Employee training in policies or procedures on
human rights

--- --- Has not developed

GRI 412-3 Significant investment agreements and contracts with
clauses on human rights or subject to evaluation

of human rights 

--- --- Has not developed

GRI 413 
Local communities

GRI 413-1 Operations with the participation of the local community,
impact evaluations and development programs 

Community 79 a 86

GRI 413-2 Operations with significant negative impacts - real
and potentials - in local communities 

Community 
-Suppliers

79 a 86, 
95

GRI 414 
Social evaluation 

of suppliers

GRI 414-1 New suppliers that have passed selection filters
according to social criteria 

Providers 95 a 96

GRI 414-2 Negative social impacts in the supply chain
and measures taken 

Providers 95 a 96

GRI 415
Public policy

GRI 415-1 Contribution to political parties and / or representatives --- --- does not apply

GRI 416
Health and safety 

of customers

GRI 416-1 Assessment of the impacts on health and safety
of the categories of products or services 

Customers 88

GRI 416-2 Cases of non-compliance related to health impacts
and security of product and service categories 

Customers 88

GRI 417
Marketing 

and labeling

GRI 417-1 Requirements for product information and labeling
and services 

--- --- does not apply

GRI 417-2 Cases of non-compliance related to the information
and the labeling of products and services 

--- --- does not apply

GRI 417-3 Cases of non-compliance related to communications
of marketing

--- --- does not apply

GRI 418
Customer privacy

GRI 418-1 Substantiated claims regarding violations
of customer privacy and loss of customer data 

Customers 88

GRI 419
Socioeconomic 

Compliance

GRI 419-1 Breach of laws and regulations in the social  
and economic sphere

Our company 19
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PURA VIDA


